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PART I: ACTUAL ISSUES IN MODERN 

PEDAGOGY 
 

JEL: A10, A23 

PROSOCIALITY AS A PERSONALITY COMPONENT 

OF SOCIONOMY SPECIALISTS' PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY 
 

Kateryna Averina, PhD in Pedagogics, Associate Professor, 
 

Bogdan Khmelnitsky Melitopol State Pedagogical University, Ukraine 
 

Abstract: The article studies the issue of pro-sociality development, which 
is seen as a professionally important quality of a socionomy specialist. Based 
on the works of Ukrainian and foreign researchers, the author systematizes 
the characteristic features of socionomic professions and professional 
activity's actors. The phenomenon of pro-sociality in today's psychology and 
pedagogy is analyzed. The author stresses the role of pro-sociality in the 
professional activity of a socionomy specialist. In addition, the key features of 
pro-sociality as an integrative personal characteristic are highlighted. The 
ways to form pro-sociality in the cultural and educational space of a modern 
higher education institution are outlined. The sense of the situation is 
important from a point of view, how the person is actualizing a certain 
behavioral strategy. The specificity of prosocial behavior is defined by the 
interrelation of factors such as "outer" common conventions and "inner" 
personal characteristics. The applied aspect of the issue under study can be 
realized through the introduction of curricula for socionomy specialists 
training and development of their soft skills at higher education institutions. 

 

Keywords: pro-sociality, prosocial behavior, socionomy specialist, 
professional qualities 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The new social reality has fundamentally changed the mechanism of 

human interaction, the priorities of life values and ideals; it has led to a 
general deterioration of human relationships, a decrease in the level of both 

general and moral culture. The modern higher education needs new concepts, 

paradigms and technologies of upbringing, which can provide thorough 
preparation of a future specialist for living in society with a new socio-

economic structure. One of the main tasks of higher education is the 

personality's social development, since its level characterizes the professional 

development of a person in society. The researchers, who study the content 
of higher education, focus on the social and psychological adaptation, 

professional training, status, readiness for professional activity, a harmonious 

balance of individual abilities and professional competences. 
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Currently, special attention is paid to the factors, which help to form the 
prosocial behavior of the youth. At present, we understand much better, what 

is upbringing ought to be a major priority in the activity of a modern higher 

education institution. The human system of upbringing, moral principles, 

respectful attitude to the human personality and the world around us are those 
conditions, which can provide the spiritual and moral growth for the person's 

behavior and actions. In this case, relations will become the major instrument 

to develop the prosocial behavior of the youth. 
The profound socio-economic changes in the world contribute to the rapid 

increase in the importance of socionomic professions. The profession is a 

professional activity, a special kind of coordinated purposeful activity that 

results from the social division of labor. In the course of professional activity, 
one can observe the integration of social and personal values of activity. At 

the same time, the actor meets his/her personal and social needs. The attitude 

of the labor actor to the activity as if it was a profession is the fundamental 
psychological characteristic of the profession (Priazhnikova, 2008). 

Socionomic professions are professions, where one person helps other 

people to organize their life better; he/she helps with development, personal 
growth and with the ability to get along with the others. According to 

Sorokoumova and Isaev (2013), the key feature of socionomic professions is 

that "supporting activity" becomes the main element of the professional 

activity. In other words, the "supporting activity" becomes "a profession, when 
the actor of this activity begins to apply special knowledge and skills 

consciously and purposefully". 

This type of professions suits the personal profile of those people, who 
have special abilities and certain personal qualities, viz. responsibility, readiness 

for self-improvement and self-fulfillment, the ability to organize personal 

work and the work of other people independently, benevolence, ability to listen, 
to express ideas clearly and speak in public. 

Klimov (1996) considers that professionally important qualities are (a) 

developed communicative abilities, (b) emotional stability, (c) fast switch of 

attention; (d) empathy; (e) observation; organizational skills. According to the 
specifics of Ukrainian reality noted by Pavelkiv (2013), "the choice in favor 

of socionomic professions can be made only by a person with strong intrinsic 

motivation, developed life values and orientations where altruism should take 
not the last place". 

The aim of the research is to analyze the essential features of pro-sociality 

as an integral professional quality of a socionomy specialist and its 

development in the cultural and educational space of a modern higher 
education institution. 
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MATERIALS AND RESULTS 
Modern researchers have repeatedly raised the issues regarding personal 

characteristics of socionomy specialists and specifics of their professional 

qualities development. Batson (1991), Andriychuk (2003), Klimov (1996), and 

Kochetkov (2012) have discussed the issues regarding the development of 
communicative abilities, empathy, tolerance, congruence. These researchers 

have paid attention to the empathy phenomenon. Its understanding in the 

context that can be generally defined as healing empathy enables it an integral 
element of the socionomy specialists' professional activity. 

The analysis of empathy provided in psychological and pedagogical 

researches, which consider it as the most important factor of motivation, help, 

altruism and moral development, shows that they are based on an empathy's 
interpretation as an emotional response, reaction to the emotional states of 

others (actual or predictable). Different variations of empathy can be unified 

by the relationship category (Eizenberg, and Morris, 2004; Batson, 1991; 
Dmyterko-Karabin, 2004). In this aspect, empathy is seen as sharing other 

people's feelings; sharing feelings that are relevant to the emotional states of 

others and that contribute to their well-being; the ability to respond 
emotionally to other people's feelings (including a self-oriented tendency for 

sympathy and compassion). 

However, in our opinion, the phenomenon of empathy does not cover all 

the diversity and poly-variety of behaviors intended to benefit others. The 
researches in this sphere should be continued towards singling out and 

analyzing the integral characteristics that can perform dominant functions in 

the process of personal professional development and professional life. We 
believe that one of such characteristics is pro-sociality. 

The basis of socionomic professions is the prosocial activity of the 

individual. It originates in everyday life but is successfully transformed into 
professional activity through a complex of motives. Referring to the 

psychological features, we can say that they are expressed in values such as 

socially active life, life wisdom and experience, interesting work, constant 

development and creativity. At the same time, an important motive for 
choosing a profession is the desire for self-improvement, self-fulfillment and 

the wish to achieve recognition and respect. The research of Karyagina 

(2013) provides several approaches to define the essence of prosocial behavior. 
While agreeing on the content component (acting for the benefit of others), 

researchers are arguing about its motivational foundations and the level of 

the individual's unselfishness. Taking into account the social significance of 

the consequences resulting from this type of behavior, we agree with the 
position of those researchers, who especially focus on this component of 
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activity. It allows considering the professional activity of socionomy specialists 
in the perspective of pro-sociality. 

Thus, Melnyk (2012) studies prosocial behavior as a component of the 

social competence system. The researcher defines social competence as a 

many-sided characteristic of personality. Owing to its multi-component nature, 
social competence covers the entire functioning of the individual in society. 

Since the individual is a purely social being, the format of social competence 

covers social motives, knowledge, and skills necessary for the successful 
interaction with the social environment, as well as well-being and self-

acceptance of the individual in a constantly changing society. At the same 

time, social competence means a sufficient level of ability to build partnership 

relations, the ability to cooperate, and a sufficient level of conformity in order 
not to be in conflict with the requirements of society. 

Prosocial behavior is also associated with the level of self-actualization, 

because the motives and strategies of the individual are socially significant 
and they are manifested in the service to universal values. 

Thus, a holistic model of prosocial behavior means the individual's 
positive assessment of himself/herself and his/her abilities, the ability to 
build relationships of mutual assistance and cooperation with other people, 
humanistic orientation of interests, values and ideals, as well as the individual's 
ability to realize himself/herself for social benefit. 

Pro-sociality as an integral characteristic means the actor's supportive 
behavior in relation to the partners around or a wide social circle of people 
and their communities. Pro-sociality is manifested in the individual's ability 
to decode a social situation in terms of the necessity to provide assistance, to 
become aware of one's own activity potential, to take responsibility in 
problematic situations and take active steps to improve or make other 
people's life situation easier. The criteria indicators of this personal trait are 
specific actions for the benefit of others and emotional preoccupation with 
their problems. In the first case, we have an activity manifestation of pro-
sociality; in the second case, it is a passive-potential manifestation, which 
indicates the actor's personal willingness to act if certain changes occur in 
the social situation in general or in the life situation of the object of assistance. 

As an integrated characteristic, pro-sociality has a complex hierarchical 
structure. Its main elements include: 

– Attention to the social world, which is manifested in the attitude of the 
individual to human life, having an eye for activity, behavior and relationship 
between people. This quality makes sure that the components related to other 
people's lives can be taken out of a large number of external stimuli. The 
opposite quality is social indifference, introspection, unwillingness to make 
contact; 
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– Benevolence and empathy. If the first characteristic provides the ability 
to build emotional connections with people, then the second one is a direct 

prerequisite for prosocial action, because it creates an opportunity to penetrate 

into the inner states of other people, not only to understand them on an 

emotional level but also to worry about them; 
– Prosocial attitude. It is motivational force making the individual to be 

ready to take an active position in situations of the prosocial type. By these, 

we mean situations, where the events point to objective or subjective life 
difficulties, or they are decoded by observers according to the signs mentioned; 

– Social perception. It is a sensory basis of social interaction, which 

provides the perception of external features of the partner's personality, 

comparing them with personal characteristics; 
– Social intelligence. It is a cognitive characteristic that provides the 

prosocial actor with both the ability to analyze the social situation and to 

understand the peculiarities of its assessment, emotional and behavioral 
response by the recipient of care. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
When young people choose a socionomic profession and enter a higher 

education institution, they have to master the system of theoretical knowledge 

and skills; also, they have to understand their personality traits. Future 

specialists in socionomic professions have to realize the important feature of 
the personal development: at the stage of initial professional identification, a 

significant part of a person's psychological characteristics must move from 

the level of personal functioning to the category of professionally significant 
qualities. Thus, pro-sociality has to undergo the transformation. 

The development of a new level of pro-sociality in the process of studying 

at a higher education institution is possible, if students are aware of this 
characteristic and its significance for future professional life. This indicates 

that at the initial stage, when the professional quality is being formed, attention 

should be focused primarily on the development of its cognitive-motivational 

component. Students' acquaintance with the essence of pro-sociality and 
prosocial behavior involves the disclosure of the nature of actions for other 

people's benefits, demonstration of both biological and social mechanisms of 

this strategy. Particular attention should be paid to the analysis of the role 
that prosocial attitude and behavior play in the harmonization of 

interpersonal relationship, explanation of the importance of social activity 

for social and personal development, its impact on human health and well-

being. Taking into account the professional orientation of the didactic and 
educational process, we consider it necessary to acquaint students with the 
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historical aspects of the prosocial issues development in psychology and 
pedagogy, and with the developed theoretical models of prosocial behavior. 

The development of personal prosocial tendencies will be difficult without the 

analysis of the motivational foundations of pro-sociality. One should be 

acquainted not only with classical prosocial motives such as altruistic and 
collectivist, but also with the role of self-motivation in the development of 

prosocial forms of behavior, or with the role of the integrity motive as a 

dispositional source of socially positive actions. 
Despite the fact that it is a stable personal characteristic of the future 

specialist, which should be the basis of his/her entire professional activity, 

students should be acquainted with the impact of situational variables on 

human prosocial strategies. Pro-sociality as a personality trait has plenty of 
behavioral forms, viz. assistance, patronage, empathy, compassion, gratitude. 

Each of them has a different psychological load, implementation method, 

stylistic and formative characteristics. Being acquainted with them is an 
important line in the development of prosocial competence. To understand 

its essence, it is necessary to analyze the stages of the individual's prosocial 

development and to study the factors that strengthen the prosocial tendencies. 
When acquainting future specialists in socionomic professions with the 

peculiarities of prosocial strategy, it is necessary to realize that the transition 

from knowledge manifestations to behavioral ones based on the personal 

dispositional characteristics is impossible without conscious reflexive 
comprehension. These opportunities are open to students while they are 

studying the Humanities, during training sessions and role-playing games, 

participation in volunteer programs and psychological counseling. An 
internship based on social institutions and public organizations has a unique 

role in the development of pro-sociality as a professional feature of future 

socionomy specialists. The right given to the students to choose an individual 
educational trajectory, where they can independently regulate the educational 

content, which will contribute to the acquisition of professional competencies, 

plays a special role. The consistency and diversity of professional practical 

training, creation of special courses and training programs, which help to 
develop assertiveness, reflection, effective pro-sociality, allows students to 

master practical ways to realize their personal social qualities through the 

encouraging, supportive, empathetic behavior. 
Thus, the conducted analysis suggests that pro-sociality is one of the most 

important components of the socionomy specialists' professional activity. As an 

integral characteristic, pro-sociality is manifested in the ability of an 

individual to realize his/her own potential, willingness to take responsibility 
in problematic situations and take active steps to improve or make the life 
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situation of other people better. In case this characteristic has the high level 
of development, it allows the socionomy specialist not only to understand the 

client's problems, to sympathize with him/her, but to provide effective 

support and assistance. For the effective development of this personal trait, 

it is necessary to carry out a detailed analysis of psychological and pedagogical 
conditions that will ensure its development within the cultural and educational 

space of a modern higher education institution. 
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BANK CUSTOMER CLUSTERING USING A WARD METHOD: 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF TBILISI, GEORGIA 

 

Giga Kikoria, PhD-Candidate in Economics, 
 

Faculty of Economics and Business, 

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia 
 

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to study the bank consumer 

behavior and characteristics, to divide them into homogeneous clusters and 

make a group of several data that has characteristics as closely as possible 
in order to help commercial banks to better identify their customers and 

design more efficient marketing strategies. Data from 220 bank customers 

were analyzed. The Ward method has been used to group the cluster, using 
the Euclidean distance squared and performing standardization by variable 

in Z scores to avoid distortions between different units of measurement. In 

the author's knowledge, there are not available similar data that focus on 
individuals' behavior and characteristics on the mortgage loan market in 

Georgia. The author believes that this paper will gain some attention from 

commercial banks and policymakers and can allow them to make the market 

safer and competitive. The cluster analysis indicates that married individuals 
have more income and co-pay the loan and women are associated with 

greater risk aversion. The type and location of housing are determined by 

having children. The study can be used by regulators, financial and public 
institutions like commercial banks to increase market security, offer different 

products to the customers, and focus their efforts on the best and most 

profitable consumers. The author believes that the study has the merit of 
offering different ideas for further research. 

 

Keywords: housing, consumer economics, mortgages, cluster analysis 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Residential property serves as a basic human need and plays a significant 

part in the urban economy (Suhaida, Tawil, Hamzah, Che Ani, & Tahir, 2010). 
International human rights law recognizes everyone's right to an adequate 

standard of living, including adequate housing, which was recognized as part 

of the right to an adequate standard of living in the 1948 Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and in the 1966 International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (UN-habitat, 2014). 
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Georgia is known for its architecture of traditional dwellings, which shows 
that it is very important for the Georgian people to own their housing 

(Meparishvili, 2016). Unfortunately, there is still no database that would 

characterize homeowners in Georgia in terms of gender, age, marital status, 

etc. In Georgia, people are very rooted in housing. In general, children live 
with parents, mostly before they finish university, and after they find a stable 

job in the public or private sector, they decide to take a mortgage and buy 

housing and think about the marriage. The youth is flocking to cities in record 
numbers in pursuit of career opportunities and a better lifestyle. As a result 

of this urbanization and Westernization, demand for apartments has increased 

(Brown, 2020). Georgians prefer to own, rather than rent. The cultural 

characteristic that owning a flat is the best achievement and the best 
investment decision (Bochorishvili & Samkurashvili, 2019). 

In 2018, Georgian Geostat conducted the Pilot Survey on Measuring Asset 

Ownership and Entrepreneurship from a Gender Perspective (Tsekvava, 
Kalakashvili, Gulua, Paksashvili, & Tvalodze, 2018). The main findings of 

the pilot survey are that dwelling has the highest incidence of ownership 

among core assets. 
Housing properties are in stronger demand as population increases 

(Shuid, 2016). Credit debt of households in Georgia continues to grow at a 

rapid pace, which is noteworthy in terms of overindebtedness. Greater financial 

debt would affect the health of the entire economy (Kroszner & Strahan, 
2014). Consumer loans, mortgage loans, business loans and auto loans are 

among the major types of consumer credit in Georgia. Therefore, the growing 

demand for mortgage loans requires systematic research. 
This paper analyses published literature on the similar market with the 

usage of cluster analysis, describes the research methodology, discusses the 

main results and ends by summarizing the concluding remarks. 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Researchers argue that customer segmentation is a crucial practice of the 

customers' relationship management, which enables businesses to achieve a 
deeper understanding of customers' needs and behaviors (Abbasimehr & 

Shabani, 2019). Mortgage choices made at loan origination may help reveal 

information about homeowners' decision staying in the house and their stage 
in the lifecycle. Mortgage information relates to seller characteristics, especially 

the individuals expected tenure in the house (Pace & Zhu, 2018). 

Since data stored in the databases of banks are generally complex and are 

aimed at varying dimensions such as consumer loan, debt collection, credit 
reporting and mortgage, the procedure for data analysis becomes complicated. 
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Bank databases store huge volume of information such as the issues given 
by the customers. The ultimate goal of any business is to increase the number 

of customers and the quality of services rendered to them and get their loyalty 

(Sundar, Narmadha, Jebapriya, & Malathy, 2019). 

Customer segmentation has an important role in customers' relationship 
management, because it allows companies to design and establish different 

strategies to maximize the value of customers. Customer data analysts can 

promote appropriate marketing strategies that are more profitable (Hung, 
Lien, & Ngoc, 2019). 

Demands for different types of loans may differ among families with 

various structures, which can be categorized in terms of marital status, gender 

of household head, and presence of children (Xiao & Yao, 2019). 
Demographic data, monthly income of households and individual account 

characteristics are also used in some papers, where researchers collect 

information from credit bureaus. 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The data used for the analysis are from an own survey on mortgage loan 
consumer which was conducted in Tbilisi (Georgia) in July-August, 2019. 

Based on the review of empirical and theoretical literature, a quantitative 

questionnaire was developed including different variables (age, household 

size, marital status, income, job, sex). Structured interview method was 
chosen for the study, since the content of the questionnaire is the same for 

each respondent, which allows for aggregation of responses (Bryman & Bell, 

2011). 
The population was the number of mortgage borrowers. According to the 

National Bank of Georgia, the number of mortgage loans granted to 

households in Tbilisi in August 2019 was 61,000. This population has to 
meet the sampling size of 382 respondents to generate accurate results 

(Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). In this research, there are 220 questionnaire forms 

that are returned and can be used for cluster analysis. 

Four interviewers conducted face-to-face interviews mainly in front of 
the bank branches during the working hours to maximize the exposure of 

mortgage loan customers. According to the National Bank of Georgia, the 

number of licensed banking institutions in Georgia was 15 units in 2019. 
Nevertheless, the survey was conducted mainly in front of the two largest 

banks – in the branches of the TBC Bank and the Bank of Georgia. 

A simple random sampling method was chosen, since at that time each 

element of the generic set has a known and equal chance of being selectively 
aggregated (Malhotra, Nunan, & Birks, 2017). Interviewers asked every third 
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customer whether they had a mortgage loan or not. The similar data are not 
still available for Georgian mortgage market. In contrast, most of the data are 

stored by commercial banks for their internal and private use. Table 1 shows 

the technical data of the survey. 

Table 1 

Technical data of the study 
Universe Individuals aged 18-65 years 

Information collection Face-to-face interviews using a structured questionnaire 

Sample selection Simple sampling method. Consumers of the mortgage loans are 

considered as the sampling unit 

Sample size 220 individual face-to-face interviews 

Sampling error The sampling error for the sample as a whole is ±5% for a 
confidence level of 95% and assuming p = q = 0.5 

Fieldwork dates From July 2019 until August 2019 
Source: developed by author 

 

Ward and Joe (1963) proposed that the loss of information that occurs 
when integrating different individuals into clusters could be measured by the 

sum total of the squares of the deviations between each point (individual) 

and the mean of the cluster in which it is integrated. In order for the clustering 
process to be optimal, in the sense that the groups formed do not distort the 

original data, it is proposed the following strategy: in each step of the analysis, 

consider the possibility of joining each pair of groups and opt for the merger 

of those two groups that least increase the sum of the squares of the deviations 
when joining. 

Ward's method is one of the most widely used in practice; it has almost 

all the advantages of the mean method and tends to be more discriminating 
in determining clustering levels. Research by Kuiper and Fisher (1975) 

proved that this method was able to match the optimum classification better 

than other methods (minimum, maximum, mean and centroid). 
 

RESULTS 
Based on mortgage loan customers we can characterize each cluster.  

In clusters 1 and 2, we can observe young consumers, however in their 

decision on the location the level of income and the quality of the same 
intervenes directly. Consumers in cluster 1, who belong to the private sector, 

have greater economic security and potential. The higher the income, the 

better the location, i.e. central district. The same applies to cluster 5, except 

that they are single. This idea coincides with the findings of Bradbury and 
Chalmers (2003). Clusters 3 and 4 are composed of women. Cluster 3 is 

focused on young women without children and with average incomes, who 

choose to live away from the central district. This is probably because they 
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cannot afford another location. However, cluster 4 is composed of mature 
married women with children who, despite having a high income, prefer 

locations away from the central district. It is because of the lifestyle offered 

by certain suburban neighborhoods and because they can afford larger houses 

with gardens and playgrounds for the children. This same trend occurs with 
cluster 6, we find the same age group, with high incomes and children, again 

choosing the location in the away from central district areas. 

In view of the results, we could assume that the opinion of the woman is 
relevant in the decision of the location; likewise, the factor to have children 

is decisive to live away from the central district. These results could be 

explained by the greater risk aversion associated with women (Jurajda & 

Janhuba, 2016). While the marital status is not influential in that sense. 
Below are the clusters of Bank of Georgia customers. 
Clusters 1 and 5 are composed of foreign citizens, who are married and 

with high incomes. They own private businesses and therefore can afford a 
luxury home with a mortgage loan in the central district of the city. This is 
because doing business in Georgia is very easy. According to the doing 
business database of 2019, Georgia is among the top ten countries in the 
world (The World Bank, 2020). 

In clusters 2, 3, and 6 we can observe also private business owners, but 
they are Georgian citizens. Because of the higher income and family size, 
they prefer central districts. 

Cluster 4 consists of women who are married and have children. Half of 
them work in the public sector and others in the private sector. They prefer 
to buy housing outside the city center. Because children's entertainment 
venues are mostly located at the exit of the city. In addition, there is more 
recreational space away from the central district. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Georgia, there are no prior banking studies based on cluster analysis, 
because the data on customers is stored in commercial banks and it is 

impossible to do an empirical analysis. Therefore, this is one of the first 

attempts. In this study, we present the two largest commercial bank customer 

clustering using a Ward method. 
Our results show that TBC bank customers are more or less young 

compared to the Bank of Georgia. The different strategic choices of TBC 

Bank should be more tailored to the younger generations. In modern Georgia, 
the average family size is gradually declining as young people seek for 

individual housing. Accordingly, both banks should be focused on young 

individuals and offer them flexible terms such as student loans, preferential 

period mortgage loans, and so on. 
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Our study shows that married individuals have more income and co-pay 
the loan. Therefore, the clustering family structure gives helpful information 
for commercial banks, in terms of identifying risk factors. Consequently, when 
commercial banks issue loans to consumers, they should take into account 
the perception that the behavior of married and unmarried individuals is 
different. That is why they have to offer a variety of marketing products or 
services like a student loan, car insurance, house insurance, retirement pension. 
The bank's future depends on the number of different products/services they 
sell together with the mortgage loan. In addition, commercial banks should offer 
extra insurance for mortgage loan holders to protect them from the unscrupulous 
behavior of construction companies such as fraud, unreliability and 
construction incompleteness. 
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Abstract: Single-sex education is a vast topic; it has many areas of study. 

The majorly covered field is comparative study on academic performance 
between single-sex and coeducational students. Academic performance 

evaluation is covered from kindergarten to university students. The other 

major area of study is the evaluation of opinions of teachers, parents, students 

themselves and other stakeholders in the education system. Many interesting 
areas of studies conducted on gender-based schooling education. In this 

particular research, the author evaluated the opinion of parents. It is found 

out that parents consider coeducational schools more advantageous. The 
second set of findings is that there is no demographic variable that determines 

schooling type preference. 
 

Keywords: single-sex education, school choice, parent opinion 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In this research, the parents were given a list of 12 criteria and they were 

asked to choose for each criterion an educational type, which they consider 

advantageous. These 12 criteria were developed especially from Mael, Smith, 
Alonso, Rogers and Gibson's (2004). The authors (Mael et al, 2004) prepared 

a list of pro-single-sex schooling arguments under "Proposed Explanations 

in Favor of Single-Sex Schooling" and the same way listed arguments disfavoring 
single-sex schooling in a separate list. 

In the current study, these 12 criteria will be put forward in front of 

parents to decide which schooling type they consider to be beneficial. These 

criteria were prepared by considering Kazakhstan's social context. Here are 
points of view by Mael et al (2004) on two arguments. The authors believes 

single-sex schools lead to male (or female) bonding that can be construed as 

developing exclusionary (and even discriminatory) networks and cliques, 
which can affect the success of students even many years after schooling. 

Strong bonding of schoolmates is a positive achievement of single-sex school 

but it also has a risk of turning into exclusionary and discriminatory networks, 
so called "cliques". The problem lies being both on being discriminatory 
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towards others and repels to develop a relationship with outsiders. It may be 
even more problematic if this exclusionary group formed from a private elite 

single-sex school that has an amount of understanding being disadvantaged. 

The early school bonding may turn into a future business partnership. 

Mael et al (2004) further argues single-sex schools do not prepare students 
for mainstreaming into the mixed-sex workplace and society. Opponents of 

single-sex schooling in the opinion that both boys and girls it is most 

appropriate to have interaction, group study and take challenges as a team 
from early stages with the opposite sex, which will enhance capabilities and 

competencies and will prepare for real-life situations. Some authors argue 

that the operationalization of this assumption that coeducational students 

cope better in the mixed-sex workplace has not been forthcoming, nor has 
the evidence to support it and put forward opinion that a study in this angle 

is required (ibid). 

There is a high academic debate over the pros and cons of single-sex 
schools. The major challenge in research is difficulty in conducting random 

sample experimental research. That is to have classrooms with students being 

randomly assigned as single-sex and coeducational. In reality, this kind of 
case is almost impossible, in today's context parents and students choose in 

which school to be enrolled. Just having an intention is also insufficient as 

there is "selection and school quality effect", where a willingness is not enough 

because the admission criteria to be met. 
Kocak (2019a) believes it is inadequate to compare academically reputed 

single-sex institutions with government neighboring schools. Considering 

continued academic performance of university students hailing from single-
sex and coeducational schools, with a belief that being admitted into the 

university itself minimizes differences for future opportunities. 

In terms of "selection and academic quality effects", Roberson (2010) 
took a theoretical study along with empirical research considering this significant 

subject. In his master thesis, Roberson (2010) classifies the "selection effect" 

into two categories, "school-driven selection effect" and "student-driven selection 

effect". The first is a case when the school has admission criteria and selects 
the student, and the second student/parent chooses school upon their interests 

and opportunities. In general, the single-sex schools happen to be well established 

and academically reputed with admission criteria. Thus, it is possible that 
any positive outcomes associated with public single-sex schools are the result 

of selection effects. That is, it possible that public single-sex and coeducational 

schools enroll students differentially as a function of achievement, with single-

sex schools selecting those students who are already high achieving. In majority 
cases, the single-sex schools are privately owned schools for affluent families. 
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Thus, any research dedicated to the comparison of private single-sex schools 
with public coeducational schools would be essentially meaningless in terms 

of uncovering the potential benefits of single-sex education (ibid). 

In the empirical part of the study, the author (Roberson, 2010) compared 

the academic achievement of 492 female students aged between 10-13 admitted 
in single-sex and coeducational public magnet schools. Students were divided 

into three groups, the first one is those who are studying in a single-sex 

school, the second group is those who applied for single-sex school hence in 
waiting list and currently studying in the co-educational school, and the last 

third group is students who have not applied for single-sex and just studying 

in coeducation. Standardized state achievement test scores were collected for 

comparative analysis. The author recorded exam results before joining and 
opting to enter in single-sex schools and analyzed how schooling type affects 

the student. Considering the "selection effect" the author has chosen schools 

having similar admission criteria. Findings revealed that the quality of the 
school was more determinant in students' achievement, not the gender-based 

criteria. In some inferential analysis, the author has performed Student t-Test 

analysis to compare the difference, hence t-Test used when the sample size 
is inadequate. The author using ANOVA could have been much correct. 

 

Significance and Objectives of the Study 

Significance of this study is being conducted in Kazakhstan, a post-Soviet 
country. Single-sex schools in this country were established after independence 

by the privately owned educational foundation. Turkish entrepreneurs have 

established the foundation as Kazakh-Turkish Educational Foundation. The 
interesting fact about this foundation is building collaboration with the 

Kazakh government. The government funded the single-sex schools for gifted 

children established by the foundation. These privately run hence governmentally 
owned and funded single-sex schools for gifted boys and girls admits students 

from seventh grade and very prestigious establishments in Kazakhstan. The 

Foundation also established privately owned fee-based institutions. The later 

foundation was split into two "Bilim-Innovation Educational Foundation" 
and "Bilim-Orda Educational Foundation". All publicly owned and funded 

institutions were brought under "Bilim-Innovation" and all privately owned 

fee-charging institutions were kept under "Bilim-Orda".  
Kocak (2019b) has taken the research about these foundations' action. 

The study was conducted in four schools, and the same questionnaire was 

distributed among parents of single-sex and coeducational schools. For 

parents of single-sex schools, it is more of a "school-driven selection effect" 
as for the school's academic reputation, future opportunities, and government 
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support is an attraction in the process of the selection. For parents of 
coeducational schools, it is fee-based reputed schools for affluent families, 

which can be categorized as "student-driven selection effect". The study aims 

to analyze aspects of how parents view single-sex schools. In the literature 

review, a set of research papers related to gender-based school choice are 
critically analyzed and reviewed. 

 

Research Questions 
1. What are the opinions of parents towards single-sex vs coeducational 

schools? 

2. Which type of schooling is considered to be advantageous by parents? 

3. Which demographic variables determine the preference of schooling type? 
 

Hypotheses: 

H1: Fathers consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 
H2: Parents, whose children are in a single-sex school, consider single-sex 

schools to be more advantageous 

H3: Traditional parents consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 
H4: Religious parents consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tichenor, Tichenor, Piechura-Couture, and Heins (2012) researched the 
satisfaction of parents on single-sex education. The study was conducted in 

one of the elementary public schools (PreK-5) in South Carolina, USA. The 

school offers single-sex education as an option for parents, and they can choose 
to opt-out any time, one-third of classes are in single-sex format. Out of 650 

student body schools, the 95 parents responded for the survey. The South 

Carolina Department of Education's Office of Public School Choice developed 
the questionnaire. Questions consisted of both closed and open-ended formats. 

The questionnaire was handed over to students to be given to parents and a 

one-week time slot was given to get envelope returned. The main pinpoints 

in the survey were how parents evaluate the impact of single-sex schooling 
on students' performance. The criteria included the following elements: Self-

Confidence, Motivation, Self-Esteem, Independence, Self-Efficacy, Attitude 

towards School, Behavior, and Grades. The 7-point scale was from "Greatly 
Decreased" to "Greatly Increased", "No Change" in the middle. The answers 

were summarized into three categories: decreased, no-change and increased. 

Abovementioned study has interesting findings. All the criteria observed 

have demonstrated the positive change (increase), with a minimum of 72.5% 
for criteria "Behavior" for boys. The highest positive change was found in 
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"Self-Confidence" and "Motivation" criteria for girls. Overall, for all criteria, 
parents had an opinion of single-sex classes had a positive impact. For the 

question of teachers' gender-based professionalism, the majority of the parents 

had a positive opinion on this aspect as well. For the question of overall 

satisfaction on single-sex education, 98% of parents had positive feedback. 
Hence, should be noted that the authors had not considered the opinion of 

parents, who opted out from the single-sex program. It was not given space 

what were the reasons, as in the current context just parents who are satisfied 
with single-sex education remain. 

As a part of the inferential analysis, the authors used Chi-Square Test for 

testing the difference between parents of girls and boys. Hence cross-

tabulation analysis Chi-Square Test is used to analyze the "association" 
between categorical variables, where answers are also categorical. Initially, 

the questionnaire was designed in a 7-point Likert type scale, and answers 

were converted into three categories to suit for the Chi-Square test. The 
"association" concept in the Chi-Square Test can be interpreted as a difference; 

hence, the ANOVA method to analyze the difference could have been much 

more feasible and correct. 
Shah and Conchar (2009) analyzed gender-based school choice from the 

cultural and faith perspectives in Nottingham City, the UK. The findings show, 

90% of Muslim respondents consider single-sex education as "important", 

compared to 27% of Christian respondents. This indicates that there is an 
association between faith and gender-based school choice. Especially male 

Muslim respondents showed a keen interest in single-sex schooling for their 

daughters. The sample was grouped into born and not born in the UK. Ethnic 
minorities, who were not born in the UK, stood out to be more inclined towards 

a single-sex form of education. Thus, we can conclude that the cultural influence 

affects the choice of the school. Adolescent ethnic minority respondents, who 
are generally the UK born, favored coeducation as their choice. Authors also 

evaluated religious doctrines and expert opinions on women in Islam and 

sex-segregation in Islam. 

Another compelling comparative study on factors affecting gender-based 
school choice is from Kaushik, Garg, and Saxena (2012) conducted in India. 

The authors evaluated seven papers dated 1997, 1992, 1987, 2004, 1985, 

2004 and 2007. Their research is quite past distant. The target group for the 
study was university students. In higher educational context there are just all-

girls colleges or coeducational colleges, there are no all-boys colleges in the 

state of Haryana, India. 430 respondents' questionnaire was shortlisted after 

screening, containing both quantitative and qualitative questions. Questions 
mainly focused on factors that will affect them in their future choice. For girls 
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from single-sex the "Parents' opinion" comes first, for girls in coeducational 
colleges the "familiarity group" is a primary factor and for boys, it is "Friends 

advice". In terms of the choice, the majority of the respondents wish to join 

coeducational courses as their future choice. Even girls from single-sex 

colleges wish to continue in coeducation. 
Jackson and Bisset (2005) conducted similar research in the UK context. 

Authors point out that in the UK school education market the number and 
popularity of single-sex fell down, both in private and public sectors. The 
target group was selected middle-income families of three privately owned 
schools. Schools consisted of one girls', one boys' and one coeducational school. 
Both single-sex schools belong to the same educational foundation and all 
three are in close proximity. The new parents were chosen for this study, i.e. 
they should have been recently admitted. Idea is to take and evaluate their 
decision-making process. Data collection was done through quantitative 
questionnaire from parents and qualitative semi-structured interviews from 
parents. Semi-structured interview was taken from 15 parents, who have shown 
interest from the initial questionnaire. One of the interesting input variables 
is whether parents themselves have been educated in a single-sex school. In 
the questionnaire parents had to give 10 ranks for the set of 13-factor criteria. 
Among parents, those chosen single-sex schools, just 45% stated that "type 
of schooling" was the factor/reason in their choice, that is just 45% of parents 
have included "schooling type" among the top 10 ranks. For parents of girls, 
the schooling type was more important than for the parents of boys. For the 
majority of the parents, the "academic results" and "reputation" of the schools 
were the main two reasons in taking admission in both schooling types. Authors 
cited one parent's answer "[We chose the school] not because it was single-
sex, but because it had the best exam results". Authors also share that in the 
society the single-sex schools have positive impression being for elite and 
high achieving, and middle-income families opt to be among. Through an 
inferential analysis, more factors were tested for the association: parents' 
being educated in a single-sex school, parents having more than one child 
and mother-father opinion. 

In his scientific paper conducted in Aotearoa, New Zealand, Watson (1997) 
contacted three families and made a qualitative interview with them (both 
parents and daughter) to analyze the secondary school choice factors for their 
daughter. The main angle of the questions surrounded what are the reasons 
in opting for single-sex schooling. Initially, the author has evaluated the 
theoretical arguments from different perspectives on the topic of choosing 
single-sex schools. Then, interview results were presented for three families 
separately. The daughter of the first family thinks that in single-sex schools 
she will be away from destruction from boys, and will have safe space for 
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concentration. Her parents are in the opinion that in current time single-sex 
schooling does not prevent girls from building a relationship with boys, and 
just see the benefit of admitting in girls' school. The second family, where the 
parents were unskilled and semiskilled workers, they wanted their daughter 
to be admitted to the single-sex school without any clear reasons, they have been 
sure their daughter well be better educated there. The daughter of the second 
family thought the same as her parents and she will avoid a destruction caused 
by boys. Third family' results were in similar lines. All three girls have an 
opinion that boys will be a distracting factor in the future, if not now and at 
the same time, they expressed an interest in communication with boys in the 
future, but fearing of possible hindrance in their academic pursuit. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS 
Three schools in Almaty city were chosen, two being single-sex (girls' 

and boys') and one being coeducational school. One coeducational school in 

Nur-Sultan (Astana) was joined to our study. In total two single-sex and two 
coeducational schools were targeted. Parents of students from 7th to 11th 

grade were chosen randomly. Approximately, there are 1,500 students in four 

schools in these grade categories. The questionnaire was circulated during 

the parents meeting, which was feasible indirectly communicating with parents 
and explaining the research. 90 parents responded to the questionnaire, hence 

78 was shortlisted after identifying errors and non-response to the compulsory 

questions. The data have been entered into Excel for editing and coding, and 
later transferred to SPSS software for statistical inferences. 

The questionnaire was designed in three sections. The first section included 

demographic and family-related questions. The first question was related to 

the "Grade" of the student. The parents of students from 7th grade were selected, 
as in Kazakhstan there are boarding single-sex schools for gifted children, 

which admit students from 7th grade. The parents of students from 7th grade 

of coeducational schools were joined to our research. Results of responses 
are presented in Table 1. 

The second question was related to the parents, who participated into the 

questionnaire. Table 2 presents frequency distribution. Generally, mothers 
attended the meeting; hence, there are still a couple of instances grandparents 

and elder siblings attending the meeting. 

The third question is about the "Monthly Income" of the family. Table 3 

presents the frequency distribution of this variable. 53% of parents opted not 
to answer these questions, which was optional to answer. We hoped to correlate 

single-sex schooling opinion with income level. However, we have received 

less than half of the parents' answers and rejected this variable from our analysis. 
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Table 1 
Frequency distribution of variable "Grade" 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 7 19 24.4 24.4 24.4 

8 21 26.9 26.9 51.3 

9 16 20.5 20.5 71.8 

10 11 14.1 14.1 85.9 

11 11 14.1 14.1 100.0 

Total 78 100.0 100.0  
Source: calculated by author 

Table 2 

Frequency distribution of variable "Parent" 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Father 11 14.1 14.1 14.1 

Grand Father 2 2.6 2.6 16.7 

Grand 
Mother 

1 1.3 1.3 17.9 

Mother 62 79.5 79.5 97.4 

Sister 2 2.6 2.6 100.0 

Total 78 100.0 100.0  
Source: calculated by author 

Table 3 

Frequency distribution of variable "Income" 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0$ 2 2.6 5.6 5.6 

1-500$ 8 10.3 22.2 27.8 

501-1,000$ 6 7.7 16.7 44.4 

1,001-2,000$ 4 5.1 11.1 55.6 

2,001-5,000$ 10 12.8 27.8 83.3 

5,001+ 6 7.7 16.7 100.0 

Total 36 46.2 100.0  

 Missing Data 42 53.8   

Total 78 100.0   

Source: calculated by author 

Table 4 

Frequency Distribution of variable "Traditional" 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Strongly disagree 1 1.3 1.6 1.6 

Neutral 14 17.9 22.2 23.8 

Agree 34 43.6 54.0 77.8 

Strongly agree 14 17.9 22.2 100.0 

Total 63 80.8 100.0  

 Missing Data 15 19.2   

Total 78 100.0   

Source: calculated by author 
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The following two questions of section one are about how traditional and 
religious their family is. Table 4 presents "Traditional" and Table 5 presents 

"Religiosity" frequency distributions. Most of the families consider their family 

to be traditional and in terms of religiosity majority families consider themselves 

as neutral in this angle. 

Table 5 

Frequency Distribution of variable "Level of Being Religious" 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Strongly disagree 1 1.3 1.8 1.8 

Disagree 4 5.1 7.0 8.8 

Neutral 39 50.0 68.4 77.2 

Agree 9 11.5 15.8 93.0 

Strongly agree 4 5.1 7.0 100.0 

Total 57 73.1 100.0  

 Missing Data 21 26.9   

Total 78 100.0   

Source: calculated by author 
 

The last question of the section one is the main one, "Type of Schooling". 

Table 6 presents frequency distribution is 57.7% to 42.3%, which is acceptable. 
 

Table 6 

Frequency Distribution of variable "Type of Schooling" 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Coeducational 45 57.7 57.7 57.7 

Single-sex 33 42.3 42.3 100.0 

Total 78 100.0 100.0  
Source: calculated by author 
 

In section one, the questions related to the gender of the child were not 

asked. The purpose was not to push a biased approach for girls and boys. The 

city was included in the questionnaire, as it is not to be used in data analyses; 

there are two cities and schools are not equally distributed. The question on 
whether parents themselves were educated in single-sex schools was not 

included as during Soviet-period there was no single-sex schooling format. 

The second section of the questionnaire is focused on the opinion, which 
schooling type they consider to be much advantageous on 12 criteria. Questions 

were formatted as "Which schooling type you consider to be advantageous 

on criteria?" The answer options included just three categories "Single-sex", 
"Coeducational" and "No Difference". The questions were unbiased, i.e. in 

the answering respondent have to choose one schooling type or keep neutral. 

Table 7 represents results. Single-sex schooling was favored for "Educational 

attainment", "Protection from sexism" and "Protection from harmful activities". 
In terms of "Teacher as Role Model", there was "No difference". Coeducational 
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schooling is favored for "Moral development", "Admission of girls into STEM", 
"Gender formation", "Friendship bonding", "Life skills development", 

"Opportunities of extracurricular activities", "Preparedness for mixed-sex 

work space" and "Preparedness for family building". It can be observed that 

parents have more trust in the coeducational format of education. 

Table 7 

Descriptive analysis of Section two questionnaire 
No Criteria Coeducational No difference Single-sex Total Top 

1 Educational attainment 26 33.33% 21 26.92% 31 39.74% 78 Single-sex 

2 Moral development 32 41.03% 23 29.49% 23 29.49% 78 Coeducational 

3 Admission of girls into 

STEM 28 35.90% 26 33.33% 24 30.77% 78 Coeducational 

4 Teacher as Role Model 22 28.21% 32 41.03% 24 30.77% 78 No difference 

5 Gender formation 31 39.74% 27 34.62% 20 25.64% 78 Coeducational 

6 Friendship bonding 33 42.31% 24 30.77% 21 26.92% 78 Coeducational 

7 Life skills development 43 55.13% 19 24.36% 16 20.51% 78 Coeducational 

8 Opportunities for extra-

curricular activities 32 41.03% 26 33.33% 20 25.64% 78 Coeducational 

9 Protection from sexism 24 30.77% 22 28.21% 32 41.03% 78 Single-sex 

10 Protection from 

harmful activities 24 30.77% 25 32.05% 29 37.18% 78 Single-sex 

11 Preparedness for 

mixed-sex work space 46 58.97% 21 26.92% 11 14.10% 78 Coeducational 

12 Preparedness for family 

building 39 50.00% 22 28.21% 17 21.79% 78 Coeducational 

 Summation 380  288  268  936  

Source: calculated by author 

 

The new variable "Sum" is created by summing up all 12 criteria for each 

respondent. "Single-sex" was valued +1, "No Difference" to 0, and 

"Coeducational" to –1. If we sum up all 12 criteria, it will indicate towards 
which direction the respondent is more inclined. 

The first hypothesis is 

H1: Fathers consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 
Fathers and mothers are two categorical data, and sum is scale. In this 

regard, the ANOVA method is used to test the hypothesis. Grandparents and 

elder siblings are eliminated from this analysis. Figure 1 presents the interval 

plot for two variables. The mean value for "Father" is –1.27, and for "Mother" 
is –2.097. Both parents prefer coeducational schooling. The probability value 

is 0.735; there is no statistically significant difference between father and mother. 
The second hypothesis is 
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H2: Parents whose children in single-sex schools consider single-sex schools 
to be more advantageous 

Over here, the variable "Type of schooling" is categorical, and "Sum" is 
scale. Like in the first hypothesis H1, ANOVA method is used to test the 
difference between the two groups. Figure 2 presents an interval plot for two 
variables. The mean value for "Single-sex" is –3.515, and the mean value for 
"Coeducational" is 0.09. It is interesting to note that parents whose children 
in single-sex schools consider coeducation as more advantageous, and parents 
whose children in coeducation consider no difference between. The probability 
value of 0.035 is less the 0.05, indicating there is a statistically significant 
difference. As it was mentioned, in Kazakhstan's context the single-sex schools 
are government-funded institutions for gifted children. It is prestigious to study 
in these schools, hence parents actual would have preferred coeducation. 

 

  
 

Figure 1: Interval Plot  

of Sum vs Parent 

Figure 2: Interval Plot  

of Sum vs Schooling Type 
Source: created by author 
 

The third hypothesis is 
H3: Traditional parents consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 
Over here, the variable "Level of Being Traditional" is a scale, "Sum" is 

a scale. In this case, Pearson's Correlation test is used to analyze the correlation 
significance. Figure 3 displays a scatter plot for two variables. The probability 
value from the test is 0.395, which indicates there is no statistically significant 
correlation. Being traditional does not determine schooling type. 

The last hypothesis is  
H4: Religious parents consider single-sex schools to be more advantageous 
Here also we use Pearson's Correlation test to analyze the relationship and 

determination. Figure 4 displays the scatter plot for two variables. The probability 
value for the test is 0.107, which is greater than 0.05; it means there is no 
statistically significance between the two variables. 
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of Sum 

vs Level of Being Traditional 

Figure 4: Scatterplot of Sum 

vs Level of Being Religious 
Source: created by author 

 

FINDINGS 
1. Single-sex schooling was favored for "Educational attainment", "Protection 

from sexism" and "Protection from harmful activities". 

2. In terms of "No Difference", it is "Teacher as Role Model", schooling 

type do not decide teacher being played as a role model. 
3. Coeducational schooling is favored for "Moral development", "Admission 

of girls into STEM", "Gender formation", "Friendship bonding", "Life skills 

development", "Opportunities of extracurricular activities", "Preparedness for 
mixed-sex work space" and "Preparedness for family building". 

4. Both parents prefer coeducational schooling and there is no statistically 

significant difference. 

5. Parents, whose children in single-sex schools, in contrary consider 
coeducational schools to be more advantageous. 

6. Family's traditional and religious levels do not determine schooling 

preference. 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The findings of this study are in the line with Jackson & Bisset's (2005) 
conclusions. As many other earlier studies concluded, it is an academic 

achievement of the school, not its format that attracts to itself. Tichenor, 

Tichenor, Piechura-Couture, and Heins (2012) researched parents' satisfaction, 

for Kazakhstan's context, this would not have been proper format to compare 
the satisfaction. Hence, a separate study for two types of parents can take 

place in the future on the topic "How parents of single-sex schools are 
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satisfied with school from the perspective of gender-based education will be 
an interesting study?" 

Shah and Conchar (2009) concluded that the religious aspect of parents 

plays an important role in gender-based school type choice. The majorly of 

Muslims prefer the single-sex format of education for their children. A 
similar angle was tested in this research and it was found no difference both 

in religious and traditional perspectives. The authors has researched the 

cultural influence, as well. They concluded that cultural influence plays a 
role in school type preference. Such influence could be observed how the UK 

born young Muslim preferred coeducation rather than single-sex education. 

Kazakhstan has a long history of being in the Soviet Union and under the 

Communist party ruling system. Probably, this cultural influence played a 
major role in developing a sense of indifference. Maybe it is also Kazakhs 

view on religious principles. 

Kaushik, Garg, and Saxena (2012) held an interesting study of how students 
themselves wish to decide their future course choice. In Kazakhstan, there is 

just one single-sex higher educational institution, which is "Kazakh State 

Women's Pedagogical University" (Kocak, 2019b). A study of how they have 
decided to join this university and in what opinion are they in terms of gender 

segregation will be another interesting research. As in Kazakhstan, pedagogical 

faculties and departments are already in the majority of girls. 
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Abstract: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (hereinafter – ADHD) 

is a rather common childhood disorder presenting with impairing levels of 

inattentive or hyperactive/impulsive behavioral symptoms. Many children with 
ADHD present academic underachievement or failure, in spite of having 

average or above average intellectual abilities. Research studies reveal that 

students with ADHD achieve lower scores in reading and mathematics. However, 
there are research findings supporting the idea that specific educational 

strategies can reduce disruptive and off-task behavior in pupils with ADHD. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the implementation of a ten-week 
specific school-based intervention program, in 54 students with the disorder. 

The study employed subjective (teacher views) and objective (standardized 

tests) academic achievement measures, implemented specific empirically based 

strategies and examined their effectiveness in behavior and school achievement. 
The findings show that the implementation of specific educational strategies 

in students with ADHD improve academic performance and behavioral skills. 

 
Keywords: educational strategies, Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD) Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), intervention program 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a disorder which is 

characterized by inattention (not being able to keep focus), hyperactivity (excess 

movement that is not fitting to the setting), or impulsivity (difficulty controlling 
behavior which is not appropriate for a person's age). According to the medical 

researchers, the condition is the result of a very complex interaction of various 

neurobiological factors (such as neurological malfunctioning in the brain) with 
environmental factors (Steinhausen, 2009). Moreover, it is considered to be 

the one of the most common mental disorders affecting children. An estimated 

8.4% of children and 2.5% of adults have ADHD. ADHD is often first identified 

in school-aged children, when it leads to disruption in the classroom or problems 
with schoolwork. If there is no appropriate treatment in school age, then the 
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disorder can have serious impact on adult life as well (Danielson et al, 2018; 
Simon et al, 2009). Therefore, the condition should be treated effectively in 

childhood. 

 

RESEARCH AIMS 
Studies show that behavior modification methods in school environment 

are able to offer wanted outcomes, since kids dedicate a lot of their time in 

them (Du Paul & Eckert, 1997). For this reason, teachers can play an important 
role in the treatment of the disorder. Research findings indicate that teachers 

can use various methods in the school environment. This study designed and 

implemented an educational intervention for students of second and third 

grade of primary school with ADHD for a period of ten weeks. During the 
project's execution the involved teachers employed several research approved 

teaching strategies, with the view of improving academic performance and 

behavior of children with ADHD. Afterwards, their outcomes, concerning 
academic performance and behavior were investigated. Taking into account 

the research findings, the author suggests and describes interventions, which 

can be used by educators during the teaching process, with the purpose of 
enhancing behavior and academic achievements of pupils with the disorder. 

 

MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION 

At the current study, the main research question is whether the students 
with ADHD will present improvement in behavior and academic performance, 

after the implementation of the special educational program, or not? 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The researcher cooperated with primary education teachers. He instructed 

them for the successful execution of the project and offered them the appropriate 
educational material. Simultaneously, he established communication channels 

with phone calls, video calls or via natural presence (where it was possible and 

necessary), with the view of providing the necessary instructions and information. 

The study used subjective (teacher views) and objective (standardized tests) 
academic achievement measures with the aim of defining the effectiveness or 

not of this educational approach. The results were not limited in conclusions 

concerning academic performance only, but we expect it will also extend to 
behavior issues. 

54 students of the second and third grade of Greek primary schools with 

ADHD participated in the study. Table 1 presents the distribution of the 

sample regarding subtype of the condition (Inattentive, Hyperactive-Impulsive 
or Combined) and gender. 
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Table 1 

Distribution of the sample (subtype of ADHD) 
Subtypes of ADHD Gender  

Boys Girls Total 

f % f % f % 

Inattentive subtype 16 40 10 71.4 26 48.1 

Hyperactive-Impulsive subtype 7 17.5 2 14.3 9 16.7 

Combined subtype 17 42.5 2 14.3 19 35.2 

Total 40 100 14 100 54 100 

Source: researched by author 
 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

All the data collection tools used in this study were performed in the start 
and in the end of the educational intervention. This way, the author was able 

to compare the findings before and after the implementation of the teaching 

strategies. The participated teachers have to execute a diagnostic test in the 

children, with the aim of evaluating their developmental level in various 
pedagogical areas (memory of numbers, copy of shapes, memory of pictures, 

memory of shapes, graph distinction, vowels recognition, synthesis of vowels, 

common sequences, visual-motor coordination and perception of left and right). 
They also had to complete a series of forms: 

(1) Observing behavior record form. This form recorded the frequency of 

undesired behavior of the student that is related to symptoms of ADHD at 
each hour of the school curriculum.  

(2) Performance Form in core modules. This form evaluated the 

performance of students in Language, Mathematics and Study of 

Environment. 
(3) Performance form in learning areas in Language and Mathematics. 

These forms evaluated performance in specific learning areas of Language 

(writing, spelling, reading skills, comprehension of text and oral expression) 
and Mathematics (use of mathematical symbols and arithmetic operation and 

ability to solve simple mathematical problems and make mental calculations). 

(4) Performance forms during the courses of Language and Mathematics. 
The teachers had to evaluate five features of academic performance and 

behavior in the classroom. These areas included preparation for class 

assignments, class participation, classroom work, interaction with classmates 

and appropriate behavior. 
(5) Greek Rating Scale for ADHD. This questionnaire has completed by 

the teachers for each student. The purpose of this diagnostic tool is to create 

a DSM-IV evaluation tool based on the DSM IV criteria, which is considered 
to be very accurate (DuPaul et al, 2016; Kalantzi-Azizi et al, 2005). In addition, 

it includes two subscales for inattentiveness and hyperactivity-impulsivity. 
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The statistical processing of data was made with SPSS 26.0. Means (M) and 
standard deviations (SD) were calculated, with the view of rating findings in 

each of the tools described above. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests (Z) were used, 

in order to compare the findings before and after the educational intervention. 
 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
The part of this research, concerning the implementation of the educational 

program that was carried out from September 2019 until September 2020. It 
can be divided in three parts, which are described briefly below: 

Part 1 (September 2019-December 2020). The author has communicated 
with Greek primary education teachers that they were willing to participate 
in the execution of the educational program. During this process, the author 
offered to the confirmed participants, educational material that perceived to 
be critical to the success of the program. 

Part 2 (January 2020-June 2020). The teachers have implemented the 
educational program, while they were in constant communication with the 
researcher (in order to monitor the project, assist the involved teachers and 
make any necessary interventions). 

Part 3 (June 2020-September 2020). The researcher gathered all the data 

from the participated teachers after the completion of the educational intervention. 
He processed the collected data in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

program. Based on the findings, the concrete conclusions were drawn and 

the writing of the study was made. This meant the completion of the research. 

There is a brief analysis on part 2 of the project, which lasted 10 weeks 
for each subject. The first six weeks the author explained educational strategies, 

which the teachers had to implement until the end of the program and the last 

four weeks he was monitoring the program. 
The first week, the main target was the adaptation of the classroom 

environment, which is an important requirement for the planning and execution 

of an educational intervention program (Rief, 2003), and the analysis of each 
subject's problematic behavior. The teachers had to implement context 

management techniques of the investigator, in their classrooms. 

At the second week, there was discussion with the teachers concerning the 

demonstration of problematic behavior. The study of the problematic behavior 
revealed the areas that the intervention should focus in order to encounter 

these complications in the school context. At this week, the researcher gave 

instructions for the implementation of proactive strategies (such as teaching 
the class rules using a daily plan of tasks and actions, using audio and visual 

signals and encouraging positive behavior at the classroom). The involved 

teachers had to apply these techniques in practice in order to eliminate or reduce 

factors correlated with unwanted conduct and benefit learning and social abilities 
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of students with the disability (Merculgliano et al, 1999). A key part of the 
strategy applied was the methods employment targeted at positive reinforcement. 

Positive reinforcement methods help significantly children with the disorder 

to develop proper behavior and improve their academic performance. The 

tutors were instructed to use social and material reinforces, special privileges 
and behavior's corrective techniques (Hoffman & DuPaul, 2000). 

At the third week, basic directions regarding corrective techniques were 

given. Due to the nature of the symptoms of children with ADHD (impulsivity, 
inattentiveness, and hyperactivity), it is impossible for them to eliminate all 

these characteristics. Thus, the involved teachers did not have to punish every 

undesirable behavior. They were advised to be tolerant in mild incidents of 

behaviors common to pupils with the disorder, such as movement in the desk, 
dealing with the pencil at lesson time etc. The researcher also stressed the 

importance of designing a punishment system, in which punishments are scaled 

successively, starting with the milder ones. Response cost systems are particularly 
effective tools on improving and modifying behavior (Rief, 2003). Although 

at these techniques the child is "punished", when he/she demonstrates 

unacceptable behavior, they are actually positive reinforcement techniques. 
They use similar rewards with token economy systems. Instead of trying to 

gain stickers, cards, stars or tokens for the display of desired behavior, by 

acquiring points, at response cost systems students try to retain the points 

originally given to them by the teacher by not manifesting unacceptable behavior 
(DuPaul & Weyandt, 2006). 

At the fourth week of the project's execution, the author thought that it 

was essential to put into action appropriate strategies, in order to improve 
social skills. Thus, he asked teachers to observe and record the most important 

complications that students with the disability had in their interaction with 

their peers. Due to the nature of the problems, the researcher instructed the 
teachers who participated in the project, to engage students with ADHD in-

group activities as much as possible. The teachers should monitor the group 

activity and intervene when needed. In particular, they had to try to reinforce 

positive behavioral patterns, with the intention of improving children's social 
skills. Moreover, they had to teach appropriate behavioral patterns through 

social stories or role-playing. It was suggested to use groups instead of teaching 

individually the child in need. A key general strategy proposed was their 
engagement in-group activities. Thus, the author asked them to employ peer-

tutoring method. The researcher gave specific instructions for the execution 

of this method and described its basic parts (Dupaul & Stoner, 2003). 

The fifth week of the project's application author has dedicated for the 
management of the problems concerning study, organization and time. He 
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required from the teachers who were involved in the program's implementation 
to observe and to record this kind of problems. In order to assist them with the 

observation, the teachers have received a list of possible complications (these 

complications were common in cases of children with ADHD according to 

previous research findings). The researcher has requested from the teachers 
to ask the parents of the complications they had observed at home, in regards 

to their children's study, organization and time management. After evaluating 

all the data collected, the researcher requested from the teachers who had 
joined the program to implement the appropriate strategies (according to the 

best practice methods). These educational strategies could be divided in three 

categories: strategies for the study, organization and time management. 

At the sixth week, the teachers involved into the research, were asked to 
observe and record the most common and serious complications and difficulties 

in Language and Mathematics. Depending on the nature of the complications, 

the researcher gave specific directions to the teachers. 
Last four weeks of the project's application, the teachers kept on employing 

the intervention strategies that already were analyzed and exercised in the 

previous weeks. The communication channels with the researcher were kept 
open, with the object of monitoring the project's development and resolving 

any of emerging matters. 

 

DIFFERENCES BEFORE AND AFTER 

THE EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION 

From the analysis of the differences in the results of the diagnostic test 

before and after the educational intervention, it has been proved, there was a 
statically significant difference in most of the sectors of the test (apart from 

synthesis of vowels, visual-motoric coordination and perception of left and right) 

before and after the implementation of the educational program. Therefore, 
the execution of the selected teaching strategies benefited largely children 

with the condition in many psycho-pedagogical subjects. Moreover, the 

results' comparison in observing behavior record forms and Greek Rating 

Scale for ADHD clearly revealed that the prevalence of unacceptable behavior 
decreased (in both research instruments). The conclusions were made due to the 

statistically significant variations before and after the educational 

intervention, found in all the parts of Greek Rating Scale for ADHD and 
observing behavior form. Hence, the application of the designed educational 

intervention proved to be beneficial for students with the disorder, regarding 

their behavior in the school context. The performance in the core modules 

(Language, Mathematics and Environment Study) was improved (research 
findings revealed that there is a statistically significant variance before and 
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after the project's execution). In particular, research findings clearly indicate, 
there was a statistically significant difference of performance in all the learning 

areas of Language (writing, spelling, reading skills, comprehension of text and 

oral expression) and Mathematics (use of mathematical symbols and arithmetic 

operation and ability to solve simple mathematical problems and make mental 
calculations) before and after the project's execution. The same conclusion 

applies for the performance and general attitude during the teaching of the two 

modules (preparation for class assignments, classroom work, appropriate 
behavior, class participation and interaction with classmates). 

 

CONCLUSION 

The educational intervention benefited greatly students with ADHD to 
improve their academic performance and behavior in the classroom. However, 

both the duration and the sample size are not considered big enough to come 

to the certain conclusions. The aim of the study is to inspire researchers to 
apply similar educational programs for large periods of time and in bigger 

samples. Moreover, it tries to encourage teachers to use research approved 

teaching strategies with the purpose of assisting children with the disorder. 
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Abstract: The article reviews an inspection and revision as the main 

forms of control in Bulgaria. It is justified the current level of legislative 
procedures, which enable tax and social control in Bulgaria. A set of 

problems has been analyzed that have to be overcame in the process an 

effective implementation of control instruments. An emphasis is placed on 

the need to establish written rules, as well as additional procedures to be 
followed during the inspection or revision processes, such as internal control 

evaluation and analytical procedures. 

 
Keywords: inspection, revision, tax and social insurance control 

 

INTRODUCTION 
It is impossible to understand the nature and the essence of tax and social 

control without knowing its forms. In order to examine the tax and social 

security control in its full, it is necessary to examine the specific forms under 

which control is applied in Bulgaria. It is also important to disclose the 
problems associated with its implementation. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The general and specific research methods have been used in this article. 

Methods of description and comparison have been applied during the research 

question examining. Both an analysis and synthesis have been implemented 
by studying literature, legal and analytical reports. An abstraction has been 

used in the process of problems classification y priorities. 

Current legislation in the area of the tax and social insurance control in 

Bulgaria has been analyzed. Publications of leading specialists in researched 
sphere have been considered. 
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RESULTS 

1. Regulatory forms of the control 

An article 110 of the Bulgarian Tax and Social Insurance Procedure Code 

(hereinafter – TSIP) states that the main forms of carrying out the tax and 

social insurance control in the Republic of Bulgaria are an inspection and the 
revision (TSIP, 2020). The inspection is a kind of "routine" activity, checking 

the facts and circumstances that have a small scope. The statutory information 

on them is defined as a set of actions of the revenue authorities on compliance 
with the tax and social insurance legislation. An inspection may identify 

certain facts and circumstances relevant to the tax obligations and mandatory 

social security contributions. It does not establish tax obligations and 

mandatory social security contributions of the inspected person. 
In the general case, an inspection ends with the issuance of a report by the 

revenue authorities, but if the result reveals data on undeclared and untaxed 

income, then a reasoned proposal for tax revision can be made on the basis 
of the inspection report. 

Revision is inherently defined in as a set of actions by revenue authorities 

aimed at establishing tax liabilities and mandatory social security 
contributions (TSIP, Handbook, 2020). This form of control is retrospective 

by the nature, because it is directed toward the past and can establish tax 

obligations, adjust and offset those only for past periods, periods for which 

results have already been declared. It is also one of the main approaches to 
countering tax-related crime and violations. 

As a result of the revision, a revision report and a revision instrument are 

issued. The difference between the two documents is that the report makes a 
proposal to determine the actual amount of taxes while the instrument 

establishes, amends or deducts tax liabilities. 

 

2. Problems related to the control forms in Bulgaria 

Omission in the tax and social insurance legislation and the rules for 

conducting tax and social insurance control by the state is the lack of a clearly 

defined methodology. In this respect, it can be noted that it is not indicated 
how the revision sample is formulated in the revision process. In order to 

conduct revision by the Revenue Authority, it is necessary to define, how to 

determine what part of the information provided by the entity will be 
examined. 

The research and analysis of the information is done on the basis of the 

so-called "sampling", which is an application of revision procedures to less 

than one hundred percent of the sites in a population of revision relevance, 
whereby all sampling units have a chance to be selected in order to provide 
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a reasonable basis for the auditor to draw conclusions for the whole 
population (Veysel, 2017). 

If in the practice "sampling" was not used that would mean that, in the 

case of revision by revenue authorities, they would have to analyze one 

hundred percent of the information provided by the audited company, which 
in case of large enterprises and limited amount of time for carrying out 

revisions and inspections is practically impossible. Failure to use a 

representative (sampling) approach would also lead to a significant increase 
in the cost of the revision, due to the increased number of man-hours required 

to perform it. 

The second existing problem of the tax and social security system in the 

country is related to the fact that the instruments, which should be used in an 
inspection or a revision are statutory, but there is no official guide how to put 

them into the practice. Guides on how tax revision should be conducted for 

each sector in the economy would serve taxpayers in calculating their tax 
liabilities and could also be a major instrument of revenue authorities. 

In Bulgarian practice, there is a handbook on the implementation of the 

TSIP (2018) published by the National Revenue Agency (hereinafter – NRA). 
The TSIP Handbook provides a more extensive interpretation of the rules set 

out in the Code, however, there is no specific guidance or methodology 

anywhere in the Handbook on the application of revision procedures or 

methodology for sampling in revision production. 
The Handbook (2018) states that the Revenue Authority can choose what 

type of form of control to initiate (be it an inspection or a revision), as well 

as the way in which it is to be conducted. However, nowhere in the TSIP and 
its manual you can find the methodology for how revisions and inspections 

are to be carried out, and what procedures to apply in their implementation, 

there is not even a definition of what are the exact cases in which a revision 
is to be carried out and the same is for an inspection.  

According to the TSIP (2020) and its Handbook (2018), revision and 

inspection are a "set of actions", without specifying exactly what those 

actions are. It leads to some significant gaps. Veysel (2013) states, e.g. there 
is no mention of internal control evaluation and analytical procedures. This 

is another problem, given that they are both leading procedures for each type 

of revision and its results. 
It is justified to say that there are gaps in this respect at European Union 

level as well.  

Tzenova (2019) points out, there are a number of regulations on 

substantive tax laws governing taxation at national level and cross-border 
transactions. Scientific publications in this regard, which improve tax law 
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enforcement practices are also significant (Kalchev, 2010; Milanova, Basheva, 
& Oresharov, 2017). But the statutory requirements for tax-insurance control 

procedures are limited (Slavkov, 1998; Nikolova, 2019). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
In order to apply effectively inspection and revision as a form of control, it 

is necessary to resolve the problems with the lack of sufficiently documented 

procedures to be implemented by the revenue authorities during their 
exercise and to establish the basis on which to determine the samples, 

through which the forms of control will be carried out. In addition, manuals 

on the implementation of these procedures need to be established. Only in 

this way, the state will achieve its goal referring to the implementation of an 
effective tax and social security controls. Moreover, improvements must be 

sought at European Union level. 
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Abstract: The article explores the nature and development of the Chinese 

initiative "One Belt, One Road" and the place of Ukraine in its realization. 

Presented on September 07, 2013, in Astana, Kazakhstan, "One Belt, One 
Road" project is aimed at creation of trading and transport infrastructure 

that connect Asia with Europe and Africa. 65 countries participate in this 

"New Silk Road" strategy granting engagement of 63% of the world's 
population and 30% of GDP. Key areas of cooperation are trade, policy 

cooperation, financial integration, facilities connectivity and people-to-

people ties. One of the countries very interested in cooperation within "One 
Belt, One Road" initiative is Ukraine. That is why the purpose of this paper 

is to examine new opportunities and perspectives for Ukrainian infrastructure 

Chinese strategy opens, including additional investments, integration into 

the global trade and transport and pipeline network modernization. However, 
implementation of projects in Ukraine as a part of the initiative is already 

facing certain challenges. Without overcoming which the country will not be 

able to both fully benefit and contribute to the creation of the new sound 
global business environment. 

 

Keywords: Chinese strategy, "One Belt One Road" initiative, Ukraine, 

global trade, investments, global politics 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The end of XX – the beginning of the XXI century was marked by a vivid 

discovery that the Chinese economy became the powerful locomotive of 

globalization and one of the leading countries in a global development. 
Considering the negative impact of the global financial crisis (2008-2010) 

on the majority of the world economies, the People's Republic of China 

(hereinafter – PRC) turned out to be the most stable, steady and capable for 
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the secure development, albeit at a slightly lower paces. A striking evidence 
of China's success at the beginning of the third millennium is established one 

of the main global trends, viz. shifting the core of economic development from 

the West to the East, which has all the prerequisites for maintaining its vector 

in the long run. 
China's endeavor to become a global leader is sustained by its initiative 

to develop the "New Silk Road" project aka "One Belt, One Road" 

(hereinafter – OBOR). Officially issued by the Chinese Government on 
March 28, 2015, OBOR strategy is aimed at promoting economic prosperity 

and regional cooperation, strengthening exchanges and mutual learning 

between different civilizations, supporting a world peace and development 

(National Development and Reform Commission, 2015). 
The ancient caravan route called "Silk Road" that once connected Imperial 

China with the rest of the world inspired this initiative. Like this route at the 

beginning of the Han dynasty (207BCE-220CE) is designed to facilitate 
economic trade and cultural interaction between China and wider global 

community. To form a strong economic center, China needs a high degree of 

activity and involvement in the OBOR of the countries along it that will 
enable to fill the conceptual framework of the Chinese initiative with the 

specific economic and social projects. Considering many OBOR's beneficial 

offers, countries-participants are interested in such cooperation with China. 

Ukraine also has a unique chance to join this initiative and contribute to 
the creation of a new economic order in Europe, Asia and the Africa. Despite 

the current unstable political and economic situation, Ukraine still possesses a 

number of technological and research opportunities that are of interest to 
China in the context of the development needs of its advanced sectors, as 

well as the implementation of strategically important projects in various fields. 

The aim of this article is to provide better understanding of the place of 
Ukraine in the OBOR strategy, the strong and weak points and problems the 

country may face getting involved in. 

 

1. "One Belt, One Road" Initiative: the economic corridor between 

Europe, Africa and Asia 

Discussing the growing role of China in global economy, one is sure to 

mention the OBOR initiative that consists of the Silk Road Economic Belt 
and XXI Century Maritime Silk Road. Altogether, these cover seven key 

regional spheres: Central Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, 

Russia, South Asia and South-East Asia engaging 65 countries, 63% of the 

world's population and 30% of world gross national product (GDP) (Chua, 
2017). 
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Thus, China is changing its approach to the global affairs, ending the 
times of Tao Guang Yang Hui strategy that emphasized China's need to "hide 

its capabilities and bide its time" (Chen and Wang, 2011), expanding its 

overseas interests, and abandoning the principle of non-intervention 

constrains. Beginning with a set of domestic plans, the OBOR initiative 
expands into the concrete grand strategy. The OBOR initiative has no time 

or geographical restriction, emphasizing that China is open for cooperation 

with any country eager to support its efforts. The current OBOR has mainly 
two directions, viz. (1) the Northern Road connecting the Pacific coast of China 

with the Atlantic coast of the Netherlands, and (2) the Southern Road, which 

runs through Central Asia, Iran, and Armenia to the basins of the Black and 

Mediterranean Seas. Generally, the strategy seeks for accomplishment of the 
"five connections". By the nature, the primary one is economic that includes 

interconnections of an infrastructure, trade and finance. The other one is 

strategic that connect people's minds and communication policies. 
The economic growth zones within the framework will be formed by 

investing Chinese capital in the large infrastructural projects in these regions, 

which traditionally lack finance due to capital intensity, high political and 
economic risks. Chinese companies carry out infrastructural projects based on 

Chinese hardware and technology. Chinese financial institutions will provide 

funding on a preferential basis. National Development and Reform 

Commission, which has broad administrative and planning control over the 
Chinese economy, is the leading government agency coordinating the project. 

China Development Bank, the key agency responsible for financing OBOR 

is already tracking over 900 projects in 60 countries worth over $890 bln. 
However, the initiative lacks the concise planning. Now, it has the form 

of general conceptualizations leaving the place for the concretization. Scientists 

have discussed the prospects, priorities, geopolitical intentions, challenges, 
and consequences of the OBOR. Mostly, they consider this megaproject as 

the tool of rebalancing Chinese geopolitical priority by shifting attention 

from East Asia to Central and South Asia and Middle East. E.g., Xiaoyu Pu 

(2016) points out three dimensions of OBOR motivation, (1) economic, (2) 
domestic, and (3) strategic. The OBOR's impact to the world economy is 

estimated as 55% of the world GDP and 70% of the world population. Thus, 

China captures new market channels and copes with the overcapacity of 
production integrating into the global economy. China has already established 

good trading partnerships with most countries along the route. Moreover, 

China wants to restructure its low cost manufacturing industry, turn it more 

innovation-driven shifting from the quantity to the quality. This can be reached 
by the export facilitating of Chinese industrial goods and an encouraging 
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acceptance of Chinese technology standards in a rail sector, energy and 
communications. Moreover, moving Chinese plants with overcapacity to the 

OBOR countries will support less developed countries in building up their 

own industrial bases. 

From the domestic perspective, the OBOR is aimed at the prompt regional 
development within China, as all provinces participate in the OBOR's strategy 

implementation and build new logistics centers enchanting cultural points of 

interest. Both advanced coastal and underdeveloped western regions of 
China get an opportunity to attract investments, build infrastructure and 

increase employment. The OBOR offers a "Going out" chance for Chinese 

business. With the OBOR, China hopes to expand its diplomatic influence 

without confrontation with the US. Due to the strong economic ties created 
with countries along the Belt, China magnifies the strategic leverages over 

ongoing territorial disputes and advances its military interests. 

 

2. The place of Ukraine in the Chinese strategy and opportunities for 

Ukrainian economy 
Eastern Europe is the farthest geographic target of the OBOR including 

eight economies participating in the initiative, one of which is Ukraine. In 

December 2017, Ukraine and China signed a joint action plan and cooperation 

agreements. Thus, Ukraine officially joined the OBOR initiative. 

China becomes the strategic partner for Ukraine supporting development and 
modernization its investment, production, scientific and technological 

capabilities of an impetus to improve the position of the country in the world 

technology market. At the same time, it opens for Chinese business relevant 
niches in the Ukrainian market. Ukraine is a country of particular interest to 

China due to its geographic location, convenient for becoming a big OBOR 

transit hub, its agricultural sector and huge internal market. Both countries 
expect the growth of their exports. The participation in the OBOR project is 

important for the development of both the Ukrainian economy and China. 

The route interesting for Ukraine from the geopolitical and economic points 

begins in China, passes through Kazakhstan, the Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, the Black Sea and ends in the Ukrainian port Chornomorsk, going 

afterwards to Europe. Considering the global nature of the OBOR initiative, 

joining Ukraine gets new challenges. Understanding the crucial significance 
of such cooperation, the Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(UCCI) has inaugurated the "One Belt One Road" Trade and Investment 

Promotion Center in Ukraine that is supposed to serve as a bridge between 

entrepreneurs from China, Ukraine and other participating in the initiative 
countries. 
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One of the most important advantage of participating in the OBOR for 
Ukraine is receiving foreign direct investments. Unlike US and Japanese 

investors, most of China's investments are focused on energy, raw material 

extraction and infrastructure. China does not hide its interest collaborating 

with Ukraine and offers a wide range of possibilities. It is expected that 
Chinese enterprises will come to Ukraine with investments in agriculture, 

science, technology, infrastructure, logistics, finance, e-commerce, nuclear and 

renewable energy, and many other fields. Chinese government has announced 
to invest over $7 bln in joint projects with Ukraine, supporting this way 

establishment of Ukraine as a stable and reliable partner. 

There are many economic opportunities for Ukraine in the context of 

being the part of the transport corridor on the way from Asia to Europe. 
Ukraine is already received credits on modernization facilities for the 

development of the coal power plants and telecommunication network. The 

ramified railway network, along with the presence of non-freezing Black Sea 
ports and the highways are the advantages. There are the necessary 

preconditions for increasing the transit of goods and further effective 

integration of Ukraine into the transport system "Europe-Asia". 
At present, the national transport system of Ukraine is unintegrated with 

the trans-European transport system. Thus, the danger is to lose partially 

transit traffic on the Europe-Asia route. A pace and scale of the development 

of Ukraine's transport infrastructure is significantly lagging behind the 
corresponding processes in Asian countries, as well as neighboring states, 

viz. Russia and Belarus. Because of the active transport infrastructure 

development by neighboring countries, the competition is intensified for the 
provision of transport services and servicing of the main transcontinental and 

trans-national freight flows, especially in the "Europe-Asia" scale. 

Within the OBOR initiative, China will build over 80 000 kilometers of 
high-speed railway involving 65 countries. Beijing considers its high-speed 

railway technology to be one of the most advanced manufacturing industry. 

China has already made high-speed railway to Thailand, India, Indonesia and 

Malaysia, who are partners in the OBOR already. The Sino-Ukrainian 
agreement on the New Silk Roads will encourage Chinese companies to take 

part in the modernization of Ukrainian transport infrastructure. Beyond the 

roadwork, Beijing plans to invest over $400 million in passengers' railway 
flows connecting Kyiv Boryspil International Airport and Kyiv city center. 

Chinese business has been dredging and rebuilding Ukraine's Yuzhny port 

for upcoming prospects. China is interested in the cooperation with Ukraine 

in the airplanes production establishing a joint production of aviation engines 
with the Ukrainian State Concern "Ukroboronprom"(Peterson, 2017). 
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Respectively, the transport infrastructure modernization will promote the 
productive Sino-European cooperation. E.g., currently Austria is interested in 

increasing the volume of freight traffic from China through Ukraine. Also, 

Poland plans to begin shipping copper through Ukraine to China via the 

Trans-Caspian Transport Railway Corridor. 
Another crucial investment area within the OBOR initiative is agriculture. 

China is highly interested in corn, cereals, oil crops and dairy products that 

is why is ready to invest in the modernization of grain export logistics, which 
will allow Ukraine to significantly increase its export potential. China will 

invest the eighteen gardening projects in Ukraine (e.g., company China Haisum 

Engineering will invest $ 515 mln in the development of the Ukrainian fruit 

processing industry, the fruit stores construction and logistics complexes 
within two years). It should be noted that the experience of Chinese gardeners is 

of great importance for the Ukrainian South fruit business, and Chinese 

projects for the construction of the new irrigation systems can change the 
situation in Ukraine's fruit sector drastically. 

Thanks to the reform in the scientific and technological spheres, China 

has received an excellent results in creating a modern energy industry, 
including nuclear power engineering, coal gasification, hydro-thermal, wind 

and solar energy. Due to innovations gained, China became an influential 

player in the global energy market, and therefore cooperation with Chinese 

companies in the energy sector is very promising for Ukraine from the point 
of the necessity to modernize its existing energetic capacities and 

constructing new nuclear power plants. China plans to invest over $ 2 bln in 

upgrading the power generating equipment and electronics in Ukraine. 
Partnership deals in the nuclear industry come from two atomic giants of 

China, CGN and CNNC. 

The China's support of Ukraine and its sovereignty has a great meaning 
for the future successful partnership. The direct flow of goods and services 

from Ukraine to China (and from China to Ukraine) is out of the Russia’s 

transitive control, is mutually beneficial and reduces possible risks for the 

future embargo on Ukrainian goods destined for Kazakhstan. Considering 
good diplomatic relationships between China and Russia, Ukraine can expect 

possible China's assistance to normalize relations with Russia, as the US and 

the EU mediation was ineffective so far. Thus, due to expanding building up 
OBOR initiative, the possibility is to finalize military conflict between 

Russia and Ukraine and turn it into mutually beneficial triumvirate. 
 

3. Challenges of the "One Belt, One Road" Initiative in Ukraine 

Chinese investments for Ukraine are the real alternative to the credits of 

international organizations aimed at the development of Ukraine. At the same 
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time, given the rather unstable political situation, the military conflict in the 
East of the country and a slow pace of reforms in all spheres, investing in 

Ukraine is associated with a number of risks. The Economist survey (2016) 

of Ukraine's risks suggests that the highest is a political stability risk (70 on 

a scale of 0-100), government effectiveness risk (71), legal and regulatory 
risk (78). The overall Ukraine risk score was 61 (The Economist, 2016). 

The urgent problems the Ukrainian government needs to solve are (1) 

protecting property rights and (2) stabilizing investment climate. In addition, 
it is necessary to improve the privatization law of state-owned companies 

and to reform (reorganize, modernize, and stabilize) state-owned enterprises. 

Another issue baffling investors is a high rate and mostly uncontrollable 

corruption in Ukraine. Corruption Perceptions Index rating the transparency 
internationally testified a high level of corruption in the country. In 2017, 

Ukraine's rank was 130. Ukraine received 30 points (0 points is the worst 

possible indicator, 100 is the best). It should be noted that Ukraine improved 
last years this indicator, but it is still far from the EU countries in terms of 

overcoming corruption. 

Among the most important Chinese proposals for Ukraine is the idea of 
establishing a free trade area between the two countries. Facing with the 

current account deficit, Ukraine has to examine carefully all pros and cons. 

In terms of production capacity, China is the world-leading exporter with a 

share of 14% in world exports, according to the International Trade Center, 
while the share of Ukraine is only 0.2%. China has more opportunities to 

make an agreement on the customs duties reduction, since it has sufficient 

labor and production capacities to increase the supply of those goods for 
which the tax will be reduced. In turn, Ukraine must carefully consider terms 

of trade agreements avoiding to become dependent on Chinese import caused 

by China's overcapacities. That is why Ukraine should develop primarily 
National export and import strategy. 

However, there are a number of obstacles that make Ukraine's large-scale 

entry into the New Silk Road project unlikely. First, Ukraine is not a member 

of the EU, unlike Bulgaria and Romania, which complicates the pass of the 
borders. Second, Ukraine has an opaque and lengthy customs clearance 

mechanism, and third, the lack of high-quality roads for auto connection with 

the EU, makes it less attractive compared to other EU countries. Also, there 
are many technical problems that may become an obstacle to the 

development of the cooperation of Ukraine with potential partners within the 

OBOR framework. In particular, a sharp problem is very high shipping cost 

in Ukrainian ports. Compared to Romania, the cost is higher by 25-30%, with 
Bulgaria by 35-45%. In addition, there are significant differences in the 
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protectionism policy. For most commodity groups under the bilateral trade 
agreement between Ukraine and China, the level of customs duties and tariffs 

for importing Ukrainian goods to the Chinese market is higher than for 

Chinese goods on the Ukrainian market that hinders trade relations. 

Though geopolitical situation in Ukraine seems to benefit from the OBOR 
projects, their implementation still may face certain challenges because of 

political instability. Due to the long-standing political crisis and regional 

conflicts, the implementation of bilateral agreements on cooperation in energy, 
new energy sources, agriculture and aviation industry has been suspended 

since 2014. The investors may be hindered of such situation. Generally, the 

relationships within the OBOR initiative are very fragile and can easily go 

wrong direction, especially due to political instability that also influencing 
negatively on potential investors. The cultural differences can be considered 

as possible misunderstanding. There are some perception difficulties between 

Ukraine and China. There is still some bias in the mind of Ukrainians with 
regard to "communist China" and misunderstanding the peculiarities of the 

power functioning in the Confucian world. China remains "distant and 

incomprehensible". On the other hand, in the mind of the Chinese political 
leaders and society in general there is the attitude towards Ukraine as a post-

Soviet country, where Russia seems to have certain preferences. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Nowadays, China intends to connect country's underdeveloped hinterland 

and southern provinces with Europe, Central and Southern Asia through the 

route of the "Silk Road Economic Belt" and "XXI Century Maritime Silk 
Road". The purpose of these initiatives is a creation of the regional production 

chain, within which China would be a center of advanced manufacturing and 

innovation and the standard setter (Understanding China's Belt and Road 
Initiative). Thus, OBOR is a geoeconomic strategy with the ambitious political 

and diplomatic goals. However, it is at an early stage of its implementation. 

From the point of the relative advantages theory, Ukraine is of great interest 

for China because of its rich natural and human resources, geographic 
advantages, consumer markets, a relatively complete production chain and 

almost complete basic infrastructure that needs to be improved. 

Chinese investments within the OBOR initiative will help to increase the 
country's internal and external competitiveness, stabilize the exchange rate 

for national currency UAH, boost high-tech production, and create new jobs. 

Further cooperation with China will ensure Ukraine's economic growth and 

will form a sustainable investment image of Ukraine in Europe, helping in 
attraction of potential investors. 
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The infrastructure projects success depends on the prevailing conditions 
in individual countries. Despite promising Ukraine's outlook on the participation 

in the OBOR, there are still many risks and challenges. After the Maidan 

revolution, the situation in Ukraine is unstable, and international relations are 

tense. Currently, Chinese business is relatively cautious about investing in 
Ukraine. There is complicated situation with the property rights and the 

stability of the investment climate. That is why Ukraine is currently not a 

priority area for Chinese investments. 
The key task for the Ukrainian government is to accelerate the pace of 

economic reforms that will provide transparent rules for all stakeholders. 

There is a tremendous need to reform public institutions to support secure 

private property relations. If Ukraine will show reliability and conduct a 
consistent foreign policy, Sino-Ukrainian cooperation based on OBOR initiative 

will contribute to the modernization and strengthening of its economy. 
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Abstract: The labor market tensions provoked by the COVID 19 crises 
brought together the efforts of the public and private sectors. The severe 
consequences increasing the unemployment rate, causing bailouts of SMEs 
and failure in acceleration of the startups urge the entrepreneurs to come 
together and find the smart and thriving way. The startups are the core 
business incentive in getting out of the crisis. In the coming months and 
years, the EU business initiatives should be adjusted to full business recovery 
ensuing from the social and labor market safety and business startups 
stability. The social protection of the future labor power is to be reassessed 
by the caused social risks by the COVID 19 crises. The legally residing 
migrants and the deprived persons in need as an element of the future 
business development of the startups would provoke establishment of online 
startups-talent platform2 adjusted to the business needs of the current and 
developing startups. The symbiosis consisting of mutualism, commensalism and 
parasitism should amplify the synergy as an element of improvement. The 
competitive growth of the startups is undoubtedly liaised with finding the 
appropriate talents and employing as cheap as possible funding. The clusters 
are the answer of the prosperous startups at a city level3. The novelty in 
cluster development would be an inclusion of universities as collaborative 
talent opportunity for startups and the labor market development. The 
business symbiosis is commensurate to labor market development and the 
SMEs growth. The online startups-talent platform is to have a spirit like a 
business accelerator. In the next MFF, the European Social Fund Plus 
unleashes its potential in enhancing coherence and synergies between 
complimentary EU instruments, increasing flexibility and ensuring 
simplification in programming and management modalities4. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The rehiring modalities of the labor market after reopening of the world 

after getting rid of the COVID 19 crisis will go along with the contemporary 
online possibilities. The online startups-talent platform lays out a win-a-win 
model. In the next MFF, the ESF+5 encompasses optimistically the Youth 
Employment Initiative (YEI), the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived 
(FEAD) and the EU Program for Employment and Social Innovation (EaSI). 
The ESF+ is conceived to have an influence over the Europeans Globalization 
Adjustment Fund6 by including the European Pillar of Social Rights into 
resolving collective redundancies. The ESF+ provides a tremendous capacity 
in the smart foundation of the European Pillar of Social Rights by ensuring 
Hosing and assistance for the homeless and access to essential services.  

For the startups development, the policy makers at MS level should be 
very strictly embedded into the employment policy at the national market, 
regulation, taxation, data protection, non-discrimination, competition law 
and civil law. The private sector and the public one should underpin the 
platform partially. The platform allows online work by teleworking. It is 
possible to be provided mapping of the talent platforms by specialization of 
the startups. For instance, flexibility on working day and talent engagements – 
4h devoted on startup project A will unleash the interregional and flexible 
system for innovation by smartly organized synergies proposed by Horizon 
2020 and Horizon Europe 2021-2027. 

 

SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY 
In the current article has been used qualitative researching methodology 

encompassing reviewing of practical documents issued by the European 

institutions and the special hands-on vision of the author. 
 

RESULTS 
1. Main business concept 

The demand (D) encompasses the needs of the startups regarding hiring 
of talent volunteers. It is measured by the quality and the quantity of the 
volunteer's power. The effect is increasing the sustainability and the level of 
success in the early stage of startups development. The moving curve from 
D1 to D2 must ensure the startups with the needed quality and quantity of 
the volunteers in growing startups market. 

                                                
5 A New, Stronger European Social Funds Plus (2020). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/esf/ 
main.jsp?catId=62&langId=en. 
6 Commission proposes €4.6 million from Globalization Adjustment Fund for former Caterpillar 
workers in Belgium (2018). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/ 
en/IP_18_2182. 
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The supply (S) represents the quality and quantity of the talents filled in 
the online talent platform. The online startups-talent platform gives rise the 

question about the equilibrium between D and S in the course of achieving 

higher level of startups development. The curve S1 represents the increasing 

needs of the startups by the quality and quantity of the volunteers. The curve 
S2 depicts a minimum level of covering the startups need with qualified 

volunteers (Figure 1). 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Labor market connections with the startups development 
Source: created by author 
 

Target group 1 consists of the number of unemployed persons decided to 

fill in the online startups-talent platform. The unemployed persons possess a 
statues of volunteers, i.e. legally residing third country nationals and deprived 

persons in need (homeless and the Roma)7. In the stage of filling up the required 

information in the online talent platform, the applicants must declare their 
labor skills and educational knowledge. The social, labor market inclusion 

and the SMEs development are possible by means of the symbiosis between 

Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF), the European Social Fund+ 

(ESF+), the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Financial 
Instruments contemporary influence. Target group 2 consists of the number 

of the startups devoted to take part in the online startups-talent platform. 

Financial Impact: the EU & National Funding have a smart influence in 
recovering the power of the labor market and building up the startups market 

                                                
7 Annexes to the proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
the European Social Fund Plus (2020). Annex II Common indicators for ESF+ support for 

addressing material deprivation, European Pillar of Social Rights – social Europe in the Rome 
agenda. European Commission. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/about_ 
the_euro pean_commission/eu_budget/com_2020_447_en_act_9.pdf. 
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on a very sustainable way. The substantial influence is aimed at the success 
of the startups in the early business stage and going into the well-developed 

small company. 

Impact of the Synergized and Symbiosis assumes providing the target groups 

with straightforward concept for tailoring excellence in project consecutive 
implementation. The result is the number of the startups turned into small 

companies after 1 year and by renewing the volunteers' contracts into long-

term contract. 
 

2. Funding opportunities stemming from synergy and blending operations 
In the upcoming MFF the synergies between different EU tools will be 

encouraged through the strategic planning process, which will identify 

common objectives and areas for activities across different EU programs. By 

synergy is possible to achieve better quality and EU intervention results, as 
well as to turn the social output indicators into the labor market inclusion 

effective indicators. The baseline of the result indicators is yet to be amplified 

by output indicators from the same project or different projects (Figure 2). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Synergy in the forthcoming MFF 
Source: developed by author 

 

In the course of underpinning the synergy, the EU has many possibilities 
between the ERDF synergized capacities consisting in funding of business 
startups, cross border cooperation and URBAC8. The ERDF support for 
migrants in the 2014-2020 programming period unleashes the legally residing 
migrants' potential in Greece by means of start-ups. Hence, the inclusive 
startups should be anchored into the business opportunity for the target group 

                                                
8 Synergies between the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) and other EU 

funding instruments in relation to reception and integration of asylum seekers and other 
migrants (2015). European Commission. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/docu 
ments/15121/attachments/7/translations/en/renditions/native. 
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1. The European Agricultural fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) by means 
of "LEADER" under measure 19 "Farm and business development" can 
provide startup aid for investments in the creation and development of 
nonagricultural activities (i.e. crafts, handicrafts, traditional products, etc). The 
scope of the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund is aimed at support to 
asylum seekers to the social integration of migrants by providing them 
professional training and education as well as startup support. Thus, they could 
better integrate into the labor market or if they wish to become self-employed. 

The OPs implementation is possible to be designed by baseline grid 
regarding inclusion of the both OP in synergy strategy in preparation of 
mature projects for blending9 ensuing from the InvestEU. The result 
indicators of matured project funded under the OP1 is stepping up for project 
of the OP2 by providing value added. By inclusion of the InvestEU, it will be 
ensured more sustainable generating of real income for the target groups, i.e. 
unemployed persons/startups. The needed results will be leveraged. The 
baseline of the result indicators regarding the OP1 and OP2 must be smartly 
analyzed and tailored in the beginning of the programming. 

Figure 3 depicts blending operation by sequential funding by Synergies 
and FIs. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Blending operations 
Source: developed by author 
 

3. Promoting labor market Symbiosis 

The consecutive synergy employing the AMIF/ESF+ (the most deprived) 
in the upcoming MFF will be providing its capacity by amplifying the European 

Pillar of Social Rights10. 

                                                
9 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
ESF+ (2020). Article 32. European Commission. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/ 

info/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/com_2020_447_en_act_9.pdf. 
10 Delivering on the European Pillar of Social Rights (2019). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/ 
social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1226. 
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The social and labor market inclusion will need its contemporary symbiosis11 
by mutualism, commensalism and parasitism. The symbiosis ensures the 
freedom to be connected the funds in their mutual beneficial development. 
The United Nations Agenda 2030 – the sustainable Development Goals and 
Paris Agreement would be rigorously implemented by elaboration of 
symbiosis as an invigorating element in the Operational Programs design. 
The EU Funds development by symbiosis is possible, as follows:  

Mutualism: The connection between short-term integration and long-term 
integration has its thought provoking element ensuing from the 
interconnection between ESF+ (the most deprived) and AMIF12. There are 
some similarities with commensalism in realizing the synergized 
sustainability of the business and the labor market capacity. The capacity of 
social inclusion and active citizenship projects provoke the expected 
maturing of the target group with positive social impulse and readiness for 
the second phase of the smart project, labor market inclusion. 

Commensalism13: How the ESF+ will be developing on social and labor 
market inclusion for the most deprived and AMIF capacity and vice versa? 
If we have output indicator in providing of social inclusion of our target 
group included by ESF+ and AMIF, it will amplify the power to the labor 
market inclusion. The needed social inclusion and active citizenship project, 
the vocational training (including digitalization skills & apprenticeships) 
project and the labor market project will form the First step of commensalism 
(or this is the mutualism). The level of permeability in development of the 
target group should be smartly conceived. Second, it is providing of startups 
(SMEs) with competitiveness and economic growth. It is possible by synergy 
into the startups (SMEs) development capacity ensuing from the Horizon 
Europe and ERDF. The needed labor capacity of the start-ups (SMEs) will 
be coming from the three consecutive & synergized projects ensuring mature 
capacity of the labor market by volunteer working power of the target group.  

Parasitism14: The parasitism in our EU Member States is possible to come 
from the problems encountered by the missed and not realized Structural 
Reforms in the course of complementarity proliferation. As proposes of 
complementarity, the Reform Support Program has capacity in macroeconomic 

                                                
11 Example of symbiosis (2020). Available at: https://www.britannica.com/science/symbiosis. 
12 The relationship between clownfish and sea anemones. In a mutualistic relationship, both 
species benefit (2019). Available at: https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/symbiosis-
art-living-together. 
13 Commensalism happens when one species lives with, on, or in another species, known as 

the host (2019). Ibid. 
14 This happens when one species (the parasite) lives with, on, or in a host species, at the 
expense of the host species (2019). Ibid. 
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conditionality mechanism for supporting of startups (SMEs) and labor 
market inclusion. Hence, the repercussion is direct to the startups development. 
The multilevel governance has its obvious regional aspect in the course of its 
development. One of the parasitism is the failed climate change policy. The 
Just Transition Fund is part of the complementarity capacity in providing of 
the ERDF and the ESF+ with flavor of the Green Deal success (Figure 4). 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Smart Symbiosis in the EU Funds Management 
Source: developed by author 

 

4. Startups analysis in Germany 

The public financial impact15 concerns the setting up of startups as a 
support in getting out of the COVID 19 crisis and after that severe period. 
The financial instruments will be the paramount measure in provoking the 
startups reclaiming. In North Rein Westphalia region, the FIs like loans; non-
repayable grants as well as the Micromezzanine Fund a hybrid of equity and 
debt capital16 are the core element in the early stage of establishment of 
startups in the current social and business disruptive period. The 
development of the startups has usually six stages17. The concept of the 
online startups-talent platform embraces consecutively the first stage 
Research, which should be completely approved and the second stage 
Commitment by getting a steady reality (Figure 5). 

In Germany, the business life of the volunteers has its tradition and future 
challenges18. The business plan of the startups is to be completely related to 
volunteers by taking into consideration the symbiosis developed by the 
author as a crucial element in the next MFF. Currently, the used in Germany 
Freiwilligenmesse (a volunteer exhibition) by the city of Berlin, Munich and 
Nurnberg is old-fashioned19. 

                                                
15 Economic responses to COVID-19 (2020). Available at: http://www.eurada.org/covid-19. 
16 Corona – Information and contacts for Companies (2020). NRW.INVETS Germany. 
Available at: https://www.nrwinvest.com/en/our-service/corona-information-for-companies. 
17 Segal, C. (2019). The 6 Stages of a Startup: Where Are You? Available at: https://www. 
coxblue.com/the-6-stages-of-a-startup-where-are-you. 
18 Volunteering in Germany: a guide (2018). Available at: https://www.deutschland.de/en/ 
topic/business/volunteering-in-germany-a-guide. 
19 Freiwilligenagenturen & Mitglieder (2020). Available at: https://bagfa.de/ueber-die-bagfa/ 
freiwilligenagenturen-und-mitglieder. 
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It is possible to pay food coupons and living costs etc20. Hence, the online 
startups-talent platform would be exceptionally useful if it has internal in 

Germany and external for all over the world influence. It is possible setting 

out of partnership with the potential beneficiaries of AMIF and ESF+. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Concept of the online startups-talent platform 
Source: developed by author 
 

The startups development by symbiosis inclusion is possible in following 

the next five steps on a consecutive manner. First, volunteers enrolled into 

the online startups-talent platform, by the EU impact of AMIF and ESF+ 
accomplishing of mutualism by synergy and resolving the bottlenecks caused 

by means of the parasitism meaning. Second, appointed volunteers by 

maturing of startups in early stage development and new long-term contract 
attaining the commensalism & resolving the bottlenecks caused by means of 

the parasitism meaning. Third, awarding of certificates after completion of 

the volunteer contract, receiving of startups stamp and proving the EU impact. 
Fourth, maturing of the startup & renewing of the volunteer contract. Fifth, 

getting into the next startups development, SMEs and a stable labor market. 

The reinvigorating business by online startups-talent platform could be 

useful by enhancing its activity and success in forming of cluster system of 
startups and providing synergized form of the smart symbiosis. The online 

startups-talent platform is possible to have an information dedicated to the 

geographical proximity and interconnectedness by the startups21, hence the 

                                                
20 Opportunity to volunteer in an institution in Germany (2020). Available at: https://mina7. 
net/en/grant/1488,opportunity-to-volunteer-in-an-institution-in-germany. 
21 Dalci, T., Balestrin, A., & Künzel Teixeira, E. (2016). Start-Up Cluster Development: A 
Multi-Case Analysis in the Brazilian Context. International Journal of Innovation and 

Technology Management, Vol. 14(6), pp. 1-25. Available at: https://www.researchgate.net/pub 
lication/319861673_Start-Up_Cluster_Development_A_Multi-Case_Analysis_in_the_Brazilian_ 
Context. 
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synergy will be the right answer of the pursuing success in conducive 
environment. The more segregation, the more business connections based on 

synergy will be available. The business plan of the startups should be tailored 

to the requirements of the online startups-talent platform. Likewise, venture 

capital is possible to be provided by financial tools. The online startups-talent 
platform ensures a great success in getting into the next phase of startups 

development by the sustainable inclusion of fresh workforce (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Online startups-talent platform 
Volunteers input information Startups development 

Profile Agricultural 
development 

Specificities Maritime and fisheries 

Student year 2 Stage of development Commitment in getting a 
reality (stable business) 

Interests Maritime and 
fisheries  

Type of funding Financial instruments – 
loans by Fund of Funds 

Motivation Bio 
production 

Readiness for 
appointment  

Up to 3 third country 
nationals (volunteers) 

Working hours 4 per day Needs of the startup Volunteers employment 
6 months 4 hours daily  

Duration  6 months Expectation for getting 
into 3rd phase of the 

startup development 

1-2 years 

Readiness for the 
contract renewing 

Yes  Openness for synergy 
and complementarity  

Yes  

Source: created by author 
 

5. Application of the volunteer activities in Germany 

There are many different volunteer programs realized in Germany22. The 

project concerned claims to pave a way in setting up of highly motivated 
volunteers engaged full-time for 12 mounts. Actually, the target group in our 

online startups-talent platform would be devoted 4 hours for 1 year in the 

startups' business activities. The Young Workers Volunteer Program has its 
influence and popularity in Germany, especially for volunteers abroad. The 

AFSAFS Canada appears to be a light beam in the stage of setting out the 

online startups-talent platform23. In the platform, it is possible to select duration, 
destination, age, and area of interests. The examples disclose the possibility 

for payments between 200-600 EUR of monthly pocket money. In Germany, 

funded volunteer target groups exist by means of Voluntary Social Year 

(Freiwilliges Soziales Jahr or FSJ). It is a government-funded program 

                                                
22 AFC, Intercultural Programs (2020). Available at: https://uk.afs.org/countries/germany. 
23 AFSAFS Canada (2020). Available at: https://www.afscanada.org/en/study-abroad/find-
your-program/?destination=131&duration=28&age=18&aoi=209. 
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allowing participants to volunteer in either Germany's social sector, or that 
of a foreign country, for 12 to 18 months24. The Voluntary Ecological Year 

(Freiwilliges Ökologisches Jahr) running according to the precise same 

regulations as the FSJ allowing the target groups to work in the 

environmental sector in Germany or abroad. Both programs enable 
volunteers to learn more about possible vocational trainings limited to 18 

months (24 months in special cases) and are open to school finishers up until 

the age of 27. There are many examples expressed by the youth reporter25 
funded by the European Solidarity Corps26. The project Taking a new chance – 

Geflüchtete in Startups outlines the combination between startups and 

volunteers as a way of success. 
The European Social Fund could ensure a breeding ground for volunteers 

in setting up of startups in the field of tourism, cultural centers, municipal 
theatres, museums or libraries – or even the police, social work and health 
care institutions by seeking a voluntary position27. It is a great example for 
continuation of the volunteer work to well-paid long-term job contract. The 
European Youth Portal28 pays attention to the volunteering activities but the 
web site is not well developed. The information would be valuable for 
entering a good information to the online startups-talent platform. 

The European Voluntary Service (EVS) Vacancies in Europe and all 
around the world29 gives the opportunity for development of career 
opportunities for youths between 17 and 30 years. There are two possibilities 
for applying the offered voluntary positions and active EVS calls30. In 
according to the database of accredited organizations it is tough to encounter 
present information concerning useful projects. The only problem is that the 
volunteer projects do not concern any business initiatives. The EU Aid 
Volunteers is an initiative of the European Commission mainly aimed at 
humanitarian aid projects and contributing to strengthening local capacity and 
resilience of disaster-affected communities31. 

                                                
24 Volunteering in Germany: a guide (2018). Available at: https://www.deutschland.de/en/ 

topic/business/volunteering-in-germany-a-guide. 
25 Youth Reporter (2020). Available at: https://www.youthreporter.eu/de. 
26 EU Solidarity Corps (2020). Available at: https://www.inclusion-europe.eu/eu-solidarity-corps. 
27 Volunteering – a springboard into work (2015). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/esf/main. 
jsp?catId=46&langId=en&projectId=1737. 
28 European Voluntary Service (2020). European Youth Portal. Available at: https://europa.eu/ 
youth/EU/voluntary-activities/european-voluntary-service_en. 
29 FINDEVS – EVS – European Voluntary Service Vacancies in Europe and all around the 
world (2018). Available at: http://findevs.com/2018/10/18/cultural-rural-life-evs-in-spain. 
30 Active EVS Calls (2017). Available at: https://findevs.com/evs-projects. 
31 EU Aid Volunteers (2020). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/echo/what/humanitarian-aid/ 
eu-aid-volunteers_en. 
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The ESF+ peculiarities concerning the most deprived persons are 
applicable in that case. The European Solidarity Corps provides funding for 
volunteers in the MFF 2021-202732. The European Solidarity Corps is useful 
for startups cluster development. Likewise, the duration would be from two 
to six months, with exception of up to 12 months. The solidarity projects are 
primarily aimed at motivated young people to start and run the project. The 
solidarity would be aimed at developing agricultural activities or EU 
fisheries and maritime startups activities. The online startups-talent platform 
should be leveraged by symbiosis in the upcoming MFF. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The forthcoming MFF 2021-2027 will disclose gap caused by the UK's 

decision to leave the EU. As we know, the smartness of the programming 
period will tackle the expected thriving results by employing the symbiosis 

capacity and the blending operations including synergies in the course of 

leveraging the EU impact over the well-being of the citizens. The social and 

labor market inclusion of the legally residing third country nationals and 
deprived persons in need will amplify the SMEs development leading to the 

success in startups development. The symbiosis invokes its influence by the 

by mutualism, commensalism and parasitism in the course of smart 
collaboration between the EU Funds. 
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Abstract: The paper offers the overview of the current assessment issues 

of borrowers' credit capacity by the example of the commercial banks of 

Ukraine. The terminological content of the category "creditworthiness" is given. 
The creditworthiness methods of the borrowers' assessment are summarized. 

The methodology approach for assessing the creditworthiness of commercial 

bank borrowers is developed. The quality of information and analytical 
support for assessing the creditworthiness of borrowers is improved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Uninterrupted and stable performance of banking system determines the 

effectiveness of socioeconomic development of each country. Indeed, acting 
as a catalyst for social production, bank capital is influencing directly on the 

development of entrepreneurship. The success of the banking institutions 

development, their achievement of the highest level of their financial and 
economic security is determined by the organizational effectiveness of the 

credit relations. Credit relations between banking institutions and borrowers 

is a basis for the banking profitability and the main source of additional 

financial resources availability for the businesses. 
The steadiness, stability, and transparency of credit operations in the 

banks in Ukraine, as well as an improvement of the loan portfolio quality 

directly depend on the correct and precise assessment of its borrowers' 
creditworthiness in advance. Both unstable socioeconomic situation and 

unpredictable influence of external factors on the functioning of banking 

institutions cause a high risk of non-repayment of credit obligations in 
Ukraine. Thus, the issue arises of using the reliable methodology for the 

borrowers' creditworthiness assessment, which will facilitate the adoption of 

timely effective decisions making by the commercial banks to minimize 

credit risks that is a very relevant nowadays. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
An assessment of borrowers' creditworthiness of the commercial banks 

are set out in works of such scientists as Vasilchak, & Demus (2012); 

Vovchak, & Meda (2013); Gidulyan (2012); Davidovich, Lomachinskaya, & 

Mumladze (2016); Kramarenko, & Kozachenko (2018); Kuzhelev, & 
Kovaleva (2019); Markovych (2019); Saukh, & Vyhovsky (2019); 

Svitlichna, & Fateeva (2011); Slavyuk (2018); Drozd, Dubichynsky, Dyakov, 

et al (2010); Sukhanova, Puhalskaya, & Chernij (2018); Fedoryshyna, & 
Tsurkan (2018); Tchaikovsky (2014). Being agreed with the significant 

contribution of abovementioned researchers to the banking theory and 

practice of borrowers' creditworthiness assessment, it is worth to note that a 

sufficient number of theoretical and practical aspects of creditworthiness 
remain underdeveloped, and some of positions are debatable. The aim of our 

article is to study the debatable issues of the methodology application for the 

borrowers' creditworthiness assessment by the commercial banks, as well as 
the development of proposals to improve the quality of its information and 

analytical support. 

 

METHODS 
General scientific methods have been applied in our research, such as 

methods of theoretical recognition: formalization and systematization of the 

scientific literature on the research issue, and method of scientific abstraction. 
As well, general logical research methods have been used, viz. an economic 

analysis of the existing scientific researches and legal documentation, a 

generalization of results. 
 

RESULTS 

The implementation of economic relations between the borrower and 
commercial bank, related to the provision of temporary use of financial 

resources, their timely return, and payment of interest taken together is the 

essence of credit operations. The provision of loans must be accompanied by 

a mechanism for the borrowers' creditworthiness assessing. The result of the 
assessment is an important factor that determines the effectiveness of credit 

operations and credit policy of the commercial banks in general. 

First, it should be noted that there is still no consensus among scientists 
on the definition of the category "creditworthiness". To clarify the essence 

of creditworthiness, its most common used interpretations might be 

considered. 

According to Vasilchak, & Demus, (2012), creditworthiness is the ability 
of the borrowers to pay their debts exclusively in cash in full and within the 
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period specified in the loan agreement. Vovchak, & Meda, (2013) provides 
the definition of creditworthiness as the ability of the borrowers to accumulate 

cash flows sufficient for timely repayment of debt in accordance with a pre-

agreed schedule of repayment of loans and interest. In turn, Gidulyan (2012) 

considers this category as a systematic assessment by the bank of the existing 
real possibilities of repayment of the loan provided by it. Referring to the 

view of Davidovich, Lomachinskaya, & Mumladze (2016), it is a 

prerequisite for the company to attract credit and timely and fully repay it, 
pay interest, which is determined by the borrowers' financial condition, his 

ability to use credit resources effectively, to attract additional financial 

resources, etc.  

Svitlichna, & Fateeva, (2011) define creditworthiness as the ability of the 
borrower to attract financial resources and fully repay their debts in a timely 

manner. Slavyuk (2018) considers it like an ability of the borrower to pay for 

his/her debt obligations with cash generated by it in the course of operating 
activities, under the outlined conditions of lending, in full and within the 

period specified in the loan agreement. Drozd, Dubichynsky, Dyakov, et al 

(2010) consider in their dictionary creditworthiness as the prerequisite for the 
borrower to obtain and repay the loan. The most fully, Tchaikovsky (2014), 

who looks at creditworthiness, determines this category as an assessment of 

the economic and legal prerequisites for obtaining a loan and the ability of 

the company to repay it in full and within the period specified in the loan 
agreement based on consideration of financial and economic aspects of the 

borrower, as well as the reputation of the head of the company. And, in 

addition, there are decisions regarding the issuance of credit and the terms of 
the loan agreement and in the process of lending for the future. 

The ambiguity of the scientific outlooks and experts views in banking 

management to determine the essence of creditworthiness confirms the lack 
of a single interpretation.  

Thus, based on the analysis of interpretations of the category 

"creditworthiness", their logical synthesis, we offer to consider it the 

following way. Creditworthiness is a complex indicator that reflects the 
borrower's ability to obtain credit, repay it on time and in full according to 

the loan agreement to the commercial bank. 

Having formulated the content of creditworthiness, it is necessary to focus 
on the methods of its assessment. Assessing the borrowers' creditworthiness, 

the commercial bank must thoroughly determine all the conditions of the 

loan, i.e. its size, interest, repayment terms. In addition, the commercial bank 

forecasts the degree of credit risk and possible losses in case of breach of the 
loan agreement. 
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When assessing the borrower's creditworthiness for domestic commercial 
banks, it is mandatory to use the provisions of the Resolution of the National 

Bank of Ukraine Board "Regulations on determining the amount of credit 

risk by banks of active banking operations" (June 30, 2016) and the National 

Bank of Ukraine Board Resolution "On Amendments to Certain Legal Acts 
of the National Bank of Ukraine" (March 16, 2018). The approval of these 

regulations aims to facilitate the timely assessment by the commercial banks 

of the amount of credit risk, a reasonable calculation of bank capital in 
accordance with the approaches used in international practice. First 

Regulation (June 30, 2016) is based on the assessment of the probability of 

the debtors' default (according to the principle of international practice 

"through the cycle"), as well as a single formula for calculating credit risk 
(which depends on the "probability of default", PD and "loss given default", 

LGD). Regulation is also used for the procedure for calculating the amount 

of expected losses by formula (recommended by the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision) based on three components: the probability of default 

of the debtor (PD), the level of losses in case of default (LGD) and debt on 

the asset at default, EAD. 
The consideration of abovementioned papers in banking management has 

allowed establishing the following methods, assessing the creditworthiness 

of commercial bank borrowers: 

(a) the method of financial ratios analysis; 
(b) borrowers' assessment according to his/her financial conditions using 

absolute indicators; 

(c) cash flow research method; 
(d) rating method; 

(e) scores;  

(f) the method of discriminant indicators;  
(g) integrated method; 

(h) matrix evaluation; 

(i) credit scoring method;  

(j) qualitative assessment (economic environment, ability to repay the 
loan, collateral, reputation of the borrower). 

Assessment methods are common in international practice: CAMELS; 

CAMPARI; COPF, PARTS; PARSER; rule "6C"; system 4FC; rule "5C". 
We can conclude that there is a large number of domestic and 

international methods of assessing the borrowers' creditworthiness. In the 

framework of this study, it should be emphasized despite such a wide variety 

of methods, there is still no single unified method for assessing the 
creditworthiness of borrowers in Ukraine. The abovementioned methods are 
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largely similar, and their distinguishing feature is a set of indicators (which 
are the basis for obtaining an overall rating of the borrower) and the order of 

priority of the characteristics of the borrower. Insufficient quality of the 

current methods of assessing the borrowers' creditworthiness is a 

consequence of their imperfect scientific and theoretical justification. 
Unfortunately, these methods do not provide the management of a 

commercial bank with objective information, and this leads to unreasonable 

management decisions. Thus, there is a need to develop ways to improve 
methods for assessing the creditworthiness of commercial bank borrowers. 

This will minimize credit risk, prevent possible losses of the bank from 

lending, help prevent a decline in its financial and economic security, and 

therefore act as a lever to achieve financial stability of the domestic banking 
sector. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Based on all the abovementioned considerations, in our opinion, the main 

measures for the formation of a scientifically justified and reliable 
methodical approach for assessing the creditworthiness of commercial bank 

borrowers might be the following: 

1. Further improvement and refinement of current legislation on assessing 

the borrowers' creditworthiness. 
2. An enrichment of the current terminological base of the banking legislation 

by means of an improvement of regulations on "borrowers' creditworthiness 

of the commercial banks", and "assessment of borrowers' creditworthiness of 
the commercial banks". 

3. The development and effective implementation of a single rating 

system for borrowers, which would standardize the necessary procedures of 
the loan agreement and help to minimize the credit risks. 

4. The formation of the general banking statistic service with the 

expanded databases at the governmental level. Filling this database with the 

results of assessing the financial condition of borrowing enterprises in 
various fields of activity in order to form the average optimal 

creditworthiness indicators. 

5. Expanding the powers of commercial banks following the statement of 
Markovych (2019). "… Banks should have the right to decide on their own 

discretion to apply one of two approaches for assessing the credit risks: 

standardized, which is based on the assignment of an external credit rating 
by relevant independent agencies, or the IRB method, which is based on the 

own internal ratings of an individual commercial bank". Providing commercial 

banks with more extended rights to rate borrowers and determine the 

probability of their default. 
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6. An improvement of methods for assessing the borrowers' creditworthiness, 
viz. the creation of methods for determining the integrated creditworthiness 

index. This index should combine both quantitative and qualitative 

indicators, as well as the actions that comprehensively characterize the 

borrowers' performance (business characteristics, market position of the 
borrower, business reputation, etc). In addition, this index must take into 

account the significant, subjective, and specific features of the entity (terms 

of operational activity of the enterprise, the indicator of business reputation, 
the loan repayment rate, the composition of the Board/founders, the level of 

the management, etc). 

7. An improvement the quality of information and analytical support for 

assessing the borrowers' creditworthiness, viz. the achievement of reliability, 
transparency, and completeness of the set of documents required for the 

loaning. 

8. An improvement the assessing creditworthiness procedure by detailing 
the composition of indicators for the estimations of the borrowers' financial 

position, as well as detailed analysis of cash flows of the economic entities. 

9. The strengthening an analytical support for the creditworthiness 
assessment by predicting of the current and projected size of borrowers' 

creditworthiness. The current creditworthiness state is based on the received 

indicators with their standard values, while the projected one is determined 

based on the dynamics of changes in business activity and profitability of the 
enterprise. 

In our opinion, a reliable, highly effective and unified method of assessing 

the borrowers' creditworthiness by the commercial banks would improve the 
quality of credit operations, minimize the likelihood of risks and threats, and 

thus, ensure a sustainable development and high financial security of the 

banks. 
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Abstract: The paper offers an original approach for the assessment of 
investment climate in the country for art investing based on the key measures 

of the investment climate in the country. The art investment motives are 

summarized. The framework of art wealth management' services is presented. 
The key parameter drivers for the level of investment climate in the country 

assessment are proposed and analyzed. The proposed approach is providing 

a comprehensive picture of the binding constraints and art investments 
competitiveness challenges. 

 

Keywords: art market, art investing, investment climate, investment activity 

level, art wealth management services 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The art market is an efficient, historic and global market with a capacity 

to withstand economic and geopolitical crises that achieved total sales of 64.1 

bln US dollars in 2019 and ranked the third place in the world. Compared 
with other world's principal investment markets, the art market is difficult to 

quantify. The majority of sales are conducted privately, and a discretion has 

traditionally been one of its underpinnings. However, as the market grows 
larger and more globalized, it becomes ever more important for stakeholders 

of the art market to get comprehensive information for the future art market 

investment strategies development. The purpose of our research is summarizing 

the key parametric drivers for the level of investment climate in the country 
assessment for art investing. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methodological and theoretical basis of the research is the scientific 
papers on the art investing problems. The validity of the obtained results is 

confirmed by the use on the base of systematic approach of various generally 

accepted specific methods, viz. theoretical generalization, abstraction, analysis, 

comparison and systematization. 
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RESULTS 
Nowadays, the art is vied as a "safe haven" or "store of value" in terms of 

economic uncertainty. Thus, it is important to study the art market from the 

point of an investment view and consider the art within the same risk-versus-

reward framework as any other investment opportunity. 
Capital allocation in artwork is driven by the rational or irrational motives. 

Rational art investment motives encourage investors to make their decisions 

based on the reason, judgment, or logic (i.e. positive dynamic of the art market 
indices, attractive return on art investments, low return on alternative investment, 

increased value of the artwork, and necessity of the portfolio diversification). 

In general, rational art investment decisions making require deep researches, 

information and special extended knowledge. Consequently, the art advisory 
services have been developed, which offer a holistic approach to the art wealth 

management including a range from specialized advice to full services, viz. 

the initial research, the transaction facilitation, the valuations, inheritance 
and philanthropic planning, and lending (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Framework of the art wealth management' services 
Source: created by authors 
 

Irrational motives encourage investors to make the art investments based 
on their feelings, emotions, or impulses (i.e. social prestige, status, aesthetic 

pleasure, social network, pride, expressions of love or sentiment, pleasure, 

entertainment, social approval, influence, power, and wealth). Basically, 
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collectors' demand originates with four general types of markets: private 
collectors, businesses, public institutions, and non-governmental cultural 

institutions. According to the Deloitte Report on the Art and Finance (2019), 

the art assets under management are estimated at $ 1 bln in 2016. 
A variety of factors influencing the price of art within the art markets has 

led to divide them into four groups (Mamarbachi, Day, & Favato, 2008): 
(a) the work of art (the quality, content of the work, technique used, size 

and the authenticity of the artist; 
(b) the artist (the name or the reputation of the artist); 
(c) the are market composition; 
(d) the macroeconomic environment. 
Macroeconomic factors include the state of the economy and economic 

upswings and downswings, which the art market follows (Art Investment, 2012). 
According to the Deloitte Report on the Art and Finance (2019), the external 

factors such as increasing political and economic uncertainty, climate change, 
rapid technological progress, and social inequality have dominated. The 
overall perception of the risk on the art market is increased. Following the 
Art Tactic Risk Barometer (2019), which measures collector's perception of 
the risk in the art market, it stood at 7 in September 2019 on the estimated 
maximum scale of 10. That was above its 10-years average of 6.4 and up for 
10% from the level of September 2018. 

The lack of transparency, as well as prevalence of speculative behavior in 
the art market (dealers keep details of sales private, galleries do not publicize 
artwork pricing, and buyers' information is often undisclosed) are still the 
highest threats to the reputation of the market. Under such conditions, the 
level of investment climate in the country is based on the influence of the 
important group of factors that have been mentioned above. 

The main criteria for selecting the set of parametric drivers was the level 
of vulnerability of certain spheres of investment strategy implementation on 
the art market, as well as the highest degree of the influence of certain 
destabilizing factors on the realization of individual investment interests on 
the art market. We offer to focus on the set of the key parametric drivers for 
the level of investment climate in the countries' assessment, which should be 
taking into account at the process of the art wealth management' services for 
the art investing (Table 1). 

The set of presented parameter drivers (indices) is very helpful for the 
estimation of the investment climate in the certain countries. It should be 
noted, the art investing decision-making is affected by many factors including 
macroeconomic and political stability, judicial effectiveness, regulatory 
efficiency, trade freedom, investment freedom and financial freedom, traditions 
and culture, socioeconomic infrastructure, availability of capital, human 
resources, and the level of corruption. 
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Table 1 

The set of parametric drivers for the level 

of investment climate in the country assessment 
Measures of the 

investment climate 
Description Structure and 

composition 
Estimated results 

Index of Economic 
Freedom, IEF (2019) 

For 25 years, IEF 
has measured the 
impact of liberty 
and free markets 
around the globe 

 
IEF confirms the 

positive relationship 

between economic 
freedom and 

progress 
 

IEF is published by 
The Heritage 
Foundation 

IEF covers 12 freedoms 
based on quantitative and 
qualitative factors in 186 

countries 
Rule of Law (property 
rights, public integrity, 
judicial effectiveness) 

Government Size 

(government spending, 
tax burden, fiscal health) 

Regulatory Efficiency 
(business, labor and 
monetary freedom) 

Open Markets (trade, 
investment and 

financial freedom) 

Each of the 12 
economic 

freedoms is 
graded on a scale 

[0-100] 
Top-10 countries 

1. Hong Kong (90.2) 
2. Singapore (89.4) 

3. New Zealand (84.4) 
4. Switzerland (81.9) 
5. Australia (80.9) 
6. Ireland (80.5)  
7. The UK (78.9) 
8. Canada (77.7)  
9. UAE (77.6) 
10. Taiwan (77.3) 

Global 
Competitiveness 
Index 4.0 2019 

(GCI 4.0) 
 
Globally, the 
median score is 
60.0. Between the 

US (85.6, 1st) and 
Chad (35.5, 140th) 

Developed by 
World Economic 
Forum's Centre 

 
Ranked the 141 

economies through 103 
indicators organized 

into 12 pillars derived 

from a combination of 
data from international 
organizations as well 

as from the World 
Economic Forum's 
Executive Opinion 

Survey 

Twelve pillars of 
competitiveness 

I. Enabling Environment 
1. Institutions 
2.Infrastructure 
3. ICT adoption 
4. Macroeconomic 
stability 

II. Human Capital 
5. Health 
6. Skills 

III. Markets 

7. Product market 
8. Labor market 
9. Financial system 
10. Market size 

IV. Innovation Ecosystem 
11. Business dynamism 
12. Innovation capability 

GCI 4.0 introduces 
a new progress 

ranging [0-100]. 
The frontier [100] 
corresponds to the 
goal for each pillar 

and represents a 
policy target. 

Top-10 economies: 
1. Singapore (84.8) 
2. The USA (83.7) 
3. Hong Kong (83.1) 
4. Netherlands (82.4) 
5. Switzerland (82.3) 
6. Japan (82.3) 
7. Germany (81.8) 

8. Sweden (81.2) 
9. The UK (81.2) 
10. Denmark (81.2) 

Dynamics of the 
shadow economy' 

level 

Different methods 
of evaluation 

Countries with higher 
corruption have larger 

shadow economies. 
Tax regime influences 

the shadow economy. 
Shadow economy 

transactions tend to be 
in cash 

Developing countries 
35-50% of GDP 

Transition economies 
21-30% of GDP 

OECD countries  
14-16% of GDP 
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Table 1 (continuation) 
Transparency 
International 
Corruption 

Perceptions Index 
2019 (CPI) 

Since 1995, CPI 
becomes the leading 
global indicator of 

public sector corruption. 
CPI is the index, which 

ranks 180 countries 

and territories by their 
perceived levels of 

public sector corruption. 

Drawing on 13 surveys 
of businesspeople and 
expert assessments, 

the index scores on a 
scale of zero (highly 

corrupted) to 100 

(very transparent). 

The results reflects 
that over 2/3 of 

countries are scored 
below 50, while the 
average score is 43 
1. New Zealand (87) 

2. Denmark (87) 
3. Finland (86) 
4. Switzerland (85) 
5. Sweden (85) 
6. Singapore (85) 
7. Norway (84) 
8. Netherlands (82) 
9. Luxembourg (80) 

10. Germany (80) 

Inflation Rate The lack of investment 
opportunities increased 

the attractiveness of 
investing in the art as 
one of the most secure 
tools for the savings 

In a period of high/or 
increasing inflation 

the purchasing power 
of a currency declines 

In a period of high/or 
increasing inflation, 
the art has performed 

historically well 
across overall the 

market sectors 

Source: summarized by authors 
 

Institutional, political and regulatory factors make an important 
contribution to the investment decision-making process as well. In the 
research literature, they are grouped under the rubric terms of "investment 
climate". 

All of abovementioned factors should be taken into consideration to 
succeed in the art investment. Primarily, every investor should establish a 
scenario of the future socioeconomic developments based on international 
factors consideration, such as exchange rate movements, cultural factors, and 
market preferences. That is why proposed approach regarding investment 
climate assessment is based on the key global data indices of the 
competitiveness and the investment climate surveys reducing the element of 
the subjectivity in the expert estimations. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The art investing has become very important during the last years. Many 

investors are motivated by returns on investment and investment portfolio 
diversification, as well as desire to hedge against inflation and store wealth 

in safe haven asset. 

Many factors influence the quality of a country's investment climate and 

its competitiveness that could be combined in the following groups: (a) factors 
of competitiveness and the investment climate; (b) transparency factors; (c) 
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regulatory factors and investment barriers; (d) risk factors and political 
uncertainty; (e) cost factors. To manage and predict factors' influence, the 

information about these dimensions and successful practices could be obtained 

from the key global datasets. The proposed approach of investment climate 

assessment is providing a comprehensive picture of the binding constraints 
and challenges referring to the art investment competitiveness in the country. 

Based on the obtained results the transparency, regulation, and 

technology trends will play an important role in the future of the art and 
finance sphere. However, a collaborative approach between all art market 

stakeholders (art professionals, collectors, and wealth managers) is essential 

for the development of the art market today and in the nearest future. 
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Abstract: In higher education, more and more attention is paid to the 

development of practical experience, design thinking, I(C)T skills, cooperation 
and entrepreneurship skills, social intelligence and internationalization. Yet, 

not enough opportunities have been created to achieve the aforementioned 

skills. The purpose of the article is to identify the factors that affect learning 

and teaching in tourism higher education and to identify opportunities for 
curriculum development based on the expectations and needs of 

stakeholders. The study was conducted referring to the Tourism and Hotel 

Management applied higher education curriculum. Group interviews were 
used as a data collection method and scenario planning as a model. The 

study showed that improving students' digital skills and increasing 

cooperation between parties, as well as a flexible and practical study process 

that offers freedom of choice and includes short modules is of great 
importance as this develops analytical thinking, entrepreneurship, 

responsibility, social intelligence and self-management. 
 

Keywords: higher education, curriculum development, scenario planning 
 

INTRODUCTION 
There is a need for a paradigm revolution in education, and the current 

methods are insufficient (Márquez-Ramos, & Mourelle, 2016). The 

education system must prepare the student for coping in the society and labor 
market, and urge them with the readiness to develop their skills continuously 

(Dressier, et al, 2011; Tuononen, et al, 2019). A student-centered approach, 

practicality of studies (including work-based learning), flexibility, lifelong 

learning and the involvement of different parties are crucial (Reich, et al, 
2016; Igwe, et al, 2020; Alexakis, Jiang, 2019). 

The aim of the study is to identify factors that influence learning and teaching 

in tourism higher education and opportunities for curriculum development based 
on the expectations and needs of stakeholders. The research question is 

posed: What factors should be considered when developing a curriculum in 

the field of tourism. 
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MATERIALS 
The emphasis has been put on the preparation of curricula, whereas output-

driven studies focus on the student and achieving the learning outcome, 

which requires fundamental changes in both teaching and study methods 

(Caruth, 2014). The direction is towards the student-centered learning 
process, where the students are committed and responsible for their own 

knowledge creation and study planning (Reich, et al, 2016). To achieve this, 

learning must be taught, as well as practical and collaborative studies must 
be provided, which develop the ability of an adaptation to the changes and 

other skills related to self-efficacy (Tuononen, et al, 2019). 

The teachers have a vital role, viz. they lead the students in their choices 

developing the skills of analysis and teamwork, entrepreneurship, written 
and oral self-expression, support the student's self-regulation (Srivastava, et 

al, 2019) and raise their awareness of the possibilities of the study process 

and working life (Reich, et al, 2016). Competences acquired at the university 
are related to graduates' satisfaction with their degree and career success 

(Tuononen, et al, 2019). 

The modern study process must be flexible, providing the student with 
opportunities to choose between different types of learning (Pousson, Myers, 

2018; O'halloran, et al, 2006). The goals need to be explained to the students 

(Selingo 2018), but themselves should formulate their study goals and plan 

how to achieve them (Chux, et al, 2019). In this case, the students assume 
responsibility for defining the expectations and needs related to their studies 

(Caruth, 2014). The generation Z students prefer studying independently at their 

own pace and then cooperating with others. They study and experiment, it is 
important for them to see the practical value of the acquired theoretical 

knowledge (Pousson, & Myers, 2018; Sellingo, 2018). 

The use of technological tools has increased significantly; however, students' 
IT skills are insufficient for performing academic and occupational tasks 

(Pousson, & Myers, 2018).  

E-learning is used in education, but opportunities such as b-learning 

(blended learning), m-learning (use of mobile devices), u-learning (ubiquitous 
learning or the use of technological resources for study purposes) are more 

needed (Márquez-Ramos, & Mourelle, 2016). 

The challenge of higher education lies in transferable skills and practicality, 
which are developed through internships or work-based learning, where the 

applied side of knowledge is integrated (Grundy, et al, n.d.). An effective 

cooperation between universities and entrepreneurs makes it possible to link 

resources and adapt teaching to the needs of the labor market (Dressier, et al, 
2011; Igwe, et al, 2020). 
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METHODS 
The data was collected using group interviews with the scenario planning 

method to predict the future and plan development activities, taking into 

account trends and factors (social, technological, environmental, behavioral, 

etc.) (Derbyshire, & Weight, 2017). 
Information collection took place at a seminar held on May 05, 2018. The 

process began with the question: What trends and factors affect the tourism 

sector? The discussion proceeded based on a 5-step model for scenario planning: 
(1) identifying factors, (2) defining areas of the impact, (3) assessing the 

influence and uncertainty of the impacted areas, (4) describing the scenario 

content, (5) searching for solutions referring to the scenario content. 

An involvement of different stakeholders is effective and enables achieving 
the best results (Alexakis, & Jiang, 2019). Therefore, entrepreneurs, destination 

developers and marketers, event organizers from both the public and non-

profit sector, IT industry representatives, lecturers and academic affairs 
specialists, students, and alumni (23 participants) were included in the study. 

Participants were divided into four groups of 5-6 members. The results were 

analyzed using cross-case content analysis aimed at comparing several cases 
and identifying similar topics or differences. The results were analyzed based 

on the following topics, i.e. impact factors and areas, expectations for the 

study content and process, and proposed solutions. 
 

RESULTS 

In the first phase of the study, 97 keywords reflecting trends in the tourism 
industry were presented. There were many similarities between the results of 

the groups with the dominant keywords being related to the occupational and 

personal safety, well-being, the environment, IT, internationalization, and 
human behavior. 

The following areas of impact were established as the second phase: (1) 

changes in people behavior (lifestyle, new generation); (2) work (the nature 

of work, working environment); (3) technology (ICT, new reality); (4) 
globalization (internationalism, low security); (5) personal approach. 

In the third phase, the areas of the greatest impact and uncertainty were 

identified for the scenario planning. A comparison of the groups' results 
revealed that technology, people and their behavior, and personalization 

were considered as areas of the greatest influence and uncertainty. 

The fourth phase has resulted in 16 future scenarios (four scenarios per 
each group). 

In the fifth phase of the study, discussions were held on the development 

of a curriculum corresponding to the scenario content, the study process and 

the supporting solutions. Each group provided a description of the learning 
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methods, expectations, content and processes corresponding to the scenarios. 
Many similarities were observed and thus, four directions of studying and 

teaching emerged (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Main teaching and studying scenarios in the nearest future 
Scenario 1: flexibility of study activities and processes, speed of passing, learning 

solutions that integrate e-environments and ICT tools are important; lecturers rather 
assume a guiding role; students show increased activity as well as responsibility for 

their own study activities and results 

Scenario 2: practicality, having options and the freedom to assemble one's own 

curriculum are valued, individual approach and moderate integration of ICT tools are 

important; lecturers rather assume a guiding role; students show reasonable activity 

and willingness to be responsible for their own study activities and results 

Scenario 3: web-based studies, as automated as possible, to enable a large number 

of students to acquire knowledge in a preferred place in a regulated and structured 

manner; an important need is to increase the activity, independence and responsibility 

of the student; the lecturer plays a leading role in shaping both the process and the 

outcome; the willingness of the students to assume responsibility for their study 

activities and results is rather low 

Scenario 4: lectures and a classical approach (including teaching certain skills); 

framework is set at a national level; results and the number of graduates are important, 
the study process is sidelined; the studies are standardized, the lecturer plays the 

leading role in shaping the process and the outcome; the willingness of the students 

to assume responsibility for their study activities and results is low 
Source: developed by authors 

 

The scenarios highlight differences in the following aspects, viz. the role 

of the lecturer, the level of cooperation and integration with the working 
environment, the level of responsibility of the students and the application of 

IT solutions in the organization and planning of the concrete studies. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The participants of our study deemed the rigidity of the higher education 

system as the main bottleneck, which fails to allow the student to make choices 

based on personal needs. Personal approach, internationalization, involvement 
of stakeholders, changes in the working environment and in the nature of work 

are considered important in the development of a curriculum. The 

importance of these factors is also emphasized by previous studies 
(Lasháková, et al, 2017; Reich, et al, 2016). 

A single scenario is not sufficient for planning the study process, but some 

scientists (Selingo, 2018; Tuononen, et al, 2019) have shown, the most likely 
situations are those that value flexibility, the possibility to design the study 
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process, purposeful IT implementation, practicality, stakeholder involvement, 
distribution of responsibilities, and role change, i.e. scenarios 1 & 2 (Table 1). 

The most significant are changes in human behavior (the need for students 

to study at a preferred time and place, but also to decide on the content of 

studies) and lifelong learning. Various authors (Reich, et al, 2016; Chux, et al, 
2019; Pousson, Myers, 2018; Caruth, 2014) point out students' desire to 

study at their own pace. In order for studies to become more student-focused, 

the students themselves must be involved and responsible for the planning of 
their studies and acquisition of knowledge, with the lecturer rather acting as 

a guide. Although the study participants believe that the standardization level 

could be reduced, certain structure and rules are inevitable for ensuring the 

purposefulness of studies. 
Smart integration of technology into studies and further development of 

e-learning opportunities are essential for improving students' day-to-day 

digital capabilities. According to Selingo (2018) and Márquez-Ramos & 
Mourelle (2016), the use of different solutions creates a freedom of choice for 

the students and enhances their role in the study process. 

Some scientists (Lasháková, et al, 2017); Igwe, et al, 2020) believe that 
higher education should provide graduates with knowledge and skills needed 

in the labor market. Our study confirms the theory of Selingo (2018) and 

Pousson & Myers (2018) that specific skills are taught today rather in the 

workplace. Educational institutions are more important in the shaping 
process of general competencies, such as problem identification and solving, 

data analysis and interpretation skills, self- and team-management, readiness 

for cooperation, including online collaboration, adaptability (to the 
multicultural environment), continuous motivation to learn, and social 

intelligence. The results of the study suggest that instead of advanced skills 

in IT programming, new media literacy is expected along with the ability to 
analyze expectations to the person performing the job and assess the results 

afterwards. 

Curricula must focus on the development of entrepreneurial skills and on 

the practicality of what is taught, as it has confirmed by Pousson & Myers' 
(2018). In addition, a curriculum should allow the students to experiment and 

explore in a way that the practical value of the acquired knowledge becomes 

clear. In the development of a curriculum, cooperation with stakeholders 
(students, lecturers, companies, the public sector) is very important (Alexakis, 

& Jiang, 2019), as it allows more efficient use of resources, increased 

competence and practicality of studies (e.g. a company offers a specialized 

learning environment or case, and the school offers skills for finding 
research-based solutions to the concrete problems) (Tuononen, et al, 2019). 
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The current study confirms the importance of cooperation as well. Therefore, 
it is essential to increase diagonal integration, i.e. to involve partners from the 

different sectors and levels of study in the development of curricula and in 

the study process, e.g. increasing joint activities between higher and 

vocational education. 
The limitation of our study is the absence of the targeting in the 

researched groups of students referring to their age, job experience, previous 

education, form of study, etc. That needs to be considered in future studies. 
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Abstract: The article is dedicated to the issue of building effective supply 

chains in manufacturing/production enterprises. The authors review the existing 

approaches to the concept of creating a supply chain and value chain in 
manufacturing enterprises, and also identify the key success factors for supply 

chain management (SCM). The conceptual difference is explained between 

supply chain management (SCM) and integrated logistics management (ILM). 

The essential features in the process of creating and building a supply chain 
and in the process of creating a value chain are considered. The author's 

approach to the choice of the effective SCM strategy based on consumers' 

demand is formulated and described. Business processes reengineering 
scheme including logistics process has been developed and verified by authors 

as the effective mechanism of the step-by-step implementation. The key elements 

of proposed scheme are improving SCM through modernization of ERP, 

WMS and TMS systems, better software and daily analytics. 
 

Keywords: supply chain, supply chain management (SCM), logistics, 
integrated logistics management (ILM), supply chain resilience (SCR) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, global trade attitudes are directed to the simplification of the 
processes for the supply chain creation in order to reach consumers in easiest 

and fastest way. Digitalization becomes more powerful tool supporting 

intensive development trading attitudes. Therefore, each production-oriented 
business targeted for the success into the global market use newest ways for 

logistics and distribution systems, which become important components in 

the value creation via each element of a supply chain. Logistic managers are 

part of the staff, which activity and mobility defines the success of the time 
management in the attitude "producer-consumer". That is why, definition of the 

features in a managing process at the product enterprises, aimed at optimization 

of supply chain has a great importance in order to create further performance 
indicators, purpose-oriented and justified, which will be leading to the business 

success. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Supply Chain Management (hereinafter – SCM) has become the key 

strategic field affecting over the success of any enterprise in today's highly 

competitive and deeply globalized business environment. The conceptual 

work of Cooper, Lambert, & Pagh (1997) considers SCM as an integration 
of businesses from end users to original suppliers that provides products, 

services and information that add value for customers. Authors made an 

accent at the distinguishing two approaches, synonymically used before, they 
derivate SCM from integrated logistics management (hereinafter – ILM). 

Beforehand, the concept of ILM has been clearly explained by Novack, 

Rinehard, & Wells (1992) as an activities' integration throughout the firm 

and supply chain, and need for linkages across the production/operations, 
transportation, physical distribution, marketing and purchasing. The main 

difference SCM from ILM is essential from the standpoint of functions 

included, i.e. planning and control, job structure, organizational structure, 
product flow facility structure, information flow facility structure, products 

nature, managerial methods, leadership structure, risks, rewards, and culture, 

ethics and attitudes structure (Cooper, Lambert, & Pagh, 1997). Thus, SCM 
is an add-on over the ILM basis (own remark). 

According to Fox, Barbuceanu, & Teigen (2000), a supply chain is defined 

as a network of suppliers, factories, warehouses, distribution centers, and 

retailers through which raw materials are acquired, transformed, and delivered 
to customers. From the point of this definition, the need is to characterize the 

entities and flows in a supply chain and links between them. Authors states 

that SCM is the strategic, tactical, and operational decision making, where 
the strategic level defines the supply chain network (the suppliers' selection, 

transportation routes, manufacturing facilities, production levels, warehouses); 

the tactical level schedules the supply chain to meet actual demand; and the 
operational level executes these plans. 

Based on this approach, Julka, Srinivasan, & Karimi (2002) have applied 

that in developed agent-based three-step SCM model. The first step is 

choosing them to understand the supply chain and classifying them as critical 
(highly meaningful) and non-critical entities (mid-meaningful). The second 

step is monitoring the critical elements. The third step is identification of 

managerial elements to improve and optimize the supply chain efficiency. 
Following Stevenson (2012), SCM is the strategic coordination of business 

functions within a business organization and throughout its supply chain for 

the integrating supply and demand management, while logistics is the part of 

a supply chain involved with the forward and reverse flow of goods, services, 
cash, and information. Author makes a difference between SCM and ILM. 
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ILM includes management of inbound and outbound transportation, material 
handling, warehousing, inventory, order fulfilment and distribution, third-

party logistics, and reverse logistics (outward and inward returns). The supply 

chains create value chains and include a supply component and a demand 

component. Thus, SCM is the process of planning, implementing, and 
controlling supply chain operations. Its basic components are strategy, 

procurement, supply and demand management, and logistics. The key SCM's 

objectives are: (a) determining the outsourcing level; (b) procurement; (c) 
managing suppliers; (d) managing customer relations, identifying any issues 

and their prompt addressing. 

As it is seen from literature review, a supply chain is the complex system 

for cooperation between business entities, people, activities, information and 
resources, which ensure the production and movement of goods and services 

from supplier to customer. Typical supply chains begin with the actual 

resources purchases and delivery. Often they reflect various production links 
(preparing, mixing, assembling, and merging) before the numerous storage 

facilities, where products pass through before eventually reaching the final 

consumers. SCM covers constituent areas of operations management, 
logistics, procurement and IT (Figure 1). It depicts the management and 

movement of raw materials between organizations, factory works, suppliers, 

distributors and retail outlets before ultimately reaching the targeted 

consumers. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical supply chain for manufacturing enterprise 
Source: created by author based on Barbuceanu, & Teigen (2000); Julka, Srinivasan, & 

Karimi (2002); Stevenson (2012) 
 

As a supply chain leads to a value chain creation, it is important to analyze 

their differences. A value chain concept is evolved by Porter (1985), who 

offered to consider it as the range of activities adding value at every single 
step from the projecting, to the manufacturing, and delivering a quality 

product to the customer. He proposed to use a value chain analysis to 

evaluate the activities within and out of the company relating to its ability to 
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provide value for money, goods, and services. In his interpretation, the value 
chain analysis consists of an identification of individual activities value 

creating and an analysis the value added in each activity aimed at company's 

competitive strength. Porter (1985) has split business activities into two main 

categories, i.e. primary and support activities (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: A value chain creation 
Source: according to Porter (1985) 
 

To explain scheme above, we consider all of its elements. According to 
Porter (1985), inbound logistics deals with receiving, storing and distributing 

of inputs. Manufacturing operations presumes an inputs conversion into final 

goods and services. Outbound logistics is concerned with the storage and 
distribution of goods and service in order to further distribution between the 

customers. Both sales and marketing include activities that create awareness 

among the customers (all marketing mix methods). In addition, services 

contribute for all additional activities that increase the value of goods and 
services. Support activities help the above-described primary activities and 

include procurement, research and technology development, human resource 

management and infrastructure. 
Taylor (2005) has provided a deep research dedicated to a value chain 

analysis to improve supply chains in agribusiness; moreover, he made the 

significant conclusions on the differences between a supply chain and a value 
chain, which are presented in the table below (Table 1). 

Summarizing the abovementioned comparisons, a supply chain is a tool 

of business transformation aimed at costs minimization and customers' utilities 

(satisfaction) maximization by means of producing the right goods and 
services at the right time at the right place and the satisfactory price for 

producers and consumers. Conversely, a value chain is a way of getting a 

competitive advantage and an effective mechanism, through which a 
company/enterprise attracts the loyal customers. 

Albright, & Davis (1999) were the first, who deeply researched a 

theoretical base of the integrative and distinguishing points of SCM and ILM. 

Characterizing and indicating the essential differences, they offered a hybrid 
model so called logistics-based supply chain management (hereinafter – LSCM) 
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within operations management. Resuming the previous studies 1980-1997, 
they have stated that LSCM can provide value-added activities including 

inventory, transportation, and information and cover such main activities as 

sourcing and purchasing; conversion, including capacity planning and 

operations management; production scheduling and raw material planning; 
distribution planning and warehousing operations; inventory management, 

including inbound and outbound transportation; and reverse linkage with the 

customer service, sales, promotion, and marketing activities. 

Table 1 

Conceptual differences between a supply chain and a value chain 
Compared factors A supply chain A value chain 

Definition  An system organizing people, 

activities, and resources involved in 
moving goods and services from 

supplier to customer 

A combination of generic 

value-added activities that 
work together to provide 

value to the consumer 

Conceptual focus Interconnecting of all the functions 
from the manufacturing of goods to 
their delivery to the final customer 

Creating or adding value to 
the products or services 

Managerial focus Operations management Business management 

Applied tools Customers' conveyance and marketing Value added mechanism 

Applied strategy Innovations in marketing  Innovations in production 

Sequence direction Product Request – Supply Chain – 
Customers 

Customers' Request – Value 
Chain – Product 

Final goals Customers' satisfaction Gain of competitive advantages 

Results Giving goods at a reasonable price 
by reducing the cost 

Generating profit 

 
 

Source: completed by authors according to Porter (1985), Taylor (2005) and Stevenson 
(2012), infographics Facilityaxs (2020) 
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Stefanou (1999) has pointed out that SCM is based on business reengineering 
and is shifted from simply functional to cross-functional and inter-organizational 

operations. Global outsourcing, joint ventures, financial alliances, and modern 

partnerships types across the value chains have formed a new form of business 

(virtual enterprise), which has changed the nature the traditional business 
information systems based on e-commerce. He argued that optimization supply 

chains create a value chains and must be accompanied by modern IT. As 

well, Albright, & Davis (1999) underlined the necessity to build LSCM setting 
up with Electronic Data Interchange (hereinafter – EDI) facilities to provide 

an unfettered information flow. For that, such additional characteristics were 

implemented into LSCM as rapid and accurate transaction processing, integration 

of real-time technologies with other organizational functions, advanced 
decision-support capabilities. EDI helped to reduce lead-time, save 

documentation processing cost, eliminate procurement errors, clarify 

inventory status information, and enhance strategic points throughout the 
supply chain. Thus, EDI support SCM in terms of e-integration; information 

diffusion and sharing by implementing e-tools and effective organization of 

e-marketplaces. Thus, informational flows are the most essential component, 
as it provides timing information about all supply chain elements. 

According to Khan, Stolte, Creazza, Hansen, & Zhou (2016), SCM 

represents a full range of activities in the manufacturing-centric process, i.e. 

research and development process (hereinafter – R&D), full production cycle, 
procurement, finance, logistics and marketing, and processes that integrate chain 

participants. Authors are stated that modern supply chains involve the flows 

of materials, services, and information among the chain participants. Flows 
of resources and information diverse between participants within the chain 

over time. Feedbacks between supply chain participants affect the supply 

chain performance, as an intervention at one link can have upstream and 
downstream impacts. Thus, in their opinion, the main objective of SCM is 

managing the flows between and among stages within the supply chain to 

maximize the operational profit. Thus, SCM is over ILM, because it requires 

the integration of business processes from raw materials procurement up to 
the final goods’ delivery to the final consumers to add value. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

General scientific methods have been applied in our research, such as: 

(a) methods of theoretical recognition: formalization and systematization of 
the scientific literature on the research problem, deductive method, method 

of scientific abstraction; 

(b) general logical and structural research methods: an economic analysis 

of existing scientific researches and the content-analysis of documentation, a 
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generalization of results, a systematic approach to integrate a wide range of 
factors influencing a supply chain creation at the production enterprises. 

 

RESULTS 
Although businesses are varying widely in terms of their features, current 

state and developmental stage of their SCM, there are common trends, such 

as the need to measure its ROI, to meet environmental standards, re-
evaluating outsourcing, integrating IT (EDI), adopting lean principles and 

managing risks (Stevenson, 2012). 

As modern SCM for each large business includes a huge amount of the 
activities and participants oriented to the global market and both physical and 

e-consumers worldwide, its main objectives are lying in the field of creation 

a proper three-pillar strategy based on its strengths for avoiding threats by 

means of minimizing risks. Such strategy is presented below (Figure 3). 
Block-scheme represents three-pillar SRM concept realizing via three levels of 

decision making (strategical, tactical and operational) and assuming a choice 

of lean, Kanban, hybrid or agile supply-based strategies implementation 
(Christopher, 2011). Recent researches have resulted in a compilation of 

drivers for supply chain flexibility, these include suitable supplier selection; 

long-term relations with suppliers; development of third-party logistics 

(hereinafter – 3PLs); alternative transportation modes; joint product 
development with suppliers; suppliers certification and development; supplier 

quality management programs; inventory buffers; outsourcing; de-coupling and 

postponement points; modularity; standardization; advanced technologies in 
the design; information systems based on barcodes, EDI or RFID (Khan, 

Stolte, Creazza, Hansen, & Zhou, 2016). In order to improve the integration of 

each element into the supply chain, the abovementioned drivers should be 
considered, especially in the process of implementing modern software 

helping to manage SCM in real-time (Verwijmeren, 2004). Nowadays, for 

SCM, the basic Enterprise Resource Planning (hereinafter – ERP), Warehouse 

Management System (hereinafter – WMS) and Transportation Management 
System (hereinafter – TMS) including EDI interfaces are not enough due to 

global activities of all large companies. Additional systems are needed in 

SCM architecture to support the coordination of logistics processes. Therefore, 
in the SCM's architecture, it is extremely important to introduce software 

components on top of ERP, WMS and TMS to provide extra flexibility in the 

time. Such software modules have been developed by Verwijmeren (2004) in 
order to provide an extension to the local ERP, WMS and TMS. Whereas the 

ERP, WMS and TMS focus on internal management, these software modules 

add functions and data for external management to the supply chain 

architecture. 
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Figure 3: A choice of the effective SCM strategy 

based on consumers' demand 
Source: resumed by author based on Christopher (2011); Stevenson (2012); Khan, Stolte, 

Creazza, Hansen, & Zhou (2016) 
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In the process of a complex use of modern SCM systems and advanced 
software, many issues are aroused. In particular, Nguegan, & Mafini (2016) 

have pointed out the SCM issues in such areas, as HR management, technology, 

facilities, supplier relationship management, customer relations management, 

regulatory factors and logistics and transportation, proved by their 
correlation-regression modelling. In order to find effective solution of these 

issues, top management has to be ready to concentrate attention on the key 

SCM's components, where the issue might be experienced. Thus, it is 
necessary to provide proper Supply Chain Resilience (hereinafter – SCR). 

Ponis, & Koronis (2012) has identified SCR as the ability to proactively 

plan and design the supply chains for anticipating unexpected disruptive 

events, immediately respond to disruptions while maintaining control over 
structure and function and transcending to a post-event robust state of 

operations and gaining competitive advantage. They highlighted SCR's features 

such as agility, flexibility, velocity, visibility, availability, redundancy, 
mobilization of resources, collaboration and supply chain structure knowledge. 

Timely decisions may be implemented from the point of increasing efficiency 

of the current supply chain at lowest cost or quick response to the consumers' 
demand. 

Before introducing an effective production system, it is worth to start by 

improving the business processes that take place in the enterprise. In 

particular, we see the improvement of logistics throughout the supply chain 
as the need for the following change management: 

1) Redesigning warehouse layouts to incorporate a newest loading and 

uploading equipment and the best reengineering warehousing practices. 
2) Analysis current workflows to reduce inefficient warehouse practices, 

to improve picking, replenishment, packaging, loading, and shipment efficiency. 

3) Improving order accuracy based on modelling demand management 
and its forecasting on the basis of customers' involvement. 

4) Creating an effective responding system on the customers' feedbacks, 

requests, and complaints. 

5) Enhancing labor productivity through the task management (process-
based quality), daily scheduling and active inclusive training and improving 

by doing. 

6) Optimization of the transportations via negotiating the best carriers in 
order to lower freight rates. 

7) Development and constant improvement of e-commerce, implementing 

Omni-channels for the customers' purchases online, modernizing online shop 

via digital marketing tools, developing cooperation with in global selling e-
platform to expand on the world markets. 
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8) Reorganizing business processes from mass production to the customer-
centered production, abandonment of empty runs and surpluses. 

9) Improving SCM through modernization of ERP, WMS and TMS 

systems, better software and daily analytics. 

10) Centralized and fully integrated CRM, ERP, WMS and TMS to 
ensure consistent data, to deliver better customer service and improve the 

efficiency and productivity across the enterprise. 

In the framework of the above listed proposals, the supply chain scheme 
at the stages from the assortment formation at the pre-production level to the 

shipment of finished products to the warehouse and afterward to the retailer 

should look, in our opinion, as follows with the accenting responsibility of 

logistics (Figure 4): 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4: Block-scheme of effective logistics based on the forecasting 
Source: proposed by authors 
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amount of its production and delivery, when products need to be unloaded, 
and where it should be stored up to an implementation of the optimal sales 

plan. The key element in the proposed block-chain is the forecasting demand 

and rational replenishment improving the efficiency of entire SCM. 

The next stage of the proposed changes is an implementation of structured 
and digitalized management system oriented to the settled goals, where each 

departmental structure in the enterprise is receiving from a superior board 

(decision is made by the CEO with the advisory contribution with managing 
accountants and heads of corresponding departments) the clear objective for 

a defined period of time (month, quarter, year) and limitations of available 

resources within specially developed the key performance indicators (KPIs) 

for each part of the created supply chain for operational activities. 
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